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Abstract
We present simple fully dynamic and kinetic data structures, which are variants of a dynamic 2-dimensional range tree, for maintaining the closest pair and all nearest neighbors for
a set of moving points in the plane; insertions and deletions of points are also allowed. If
no insertions or deletions take place, the structure for closest pair uses
space, and
processes
critical events, each in
time. Here is the maximum
number of times where the distances between any two specific pairs of points can become equal,
, and
is the maximum length of Davenport-Schinzel sequences of order
on symbols. The dynamic version of the problem incurs a slight degradation in performance:
If
insertions and deletions are performed, the structure still uses
space, and
processes
events, each in
time.
Our kinetic data structure for all nearest neighbors uses
space, and processes
critical events. The expected time to process all events is
though processing a single event may take
expected time in the worst case. If
insertions and deletions are performed, then the expected number of events is
and processing them all takes
. An insertion or deletion takes
expected time.
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1 Introduction

= >?@BACDEA2F3DGGGDEAHI be a set of J points, each moving independently in K F . Let A2LNMPORQS>
?
MPT L MPORQUDBV L MPORQBQ denote the position of A L at time O , and set =WMPORQX>Y@BA C MPOBQUDGGG-DEA H MPOBQI . We assume
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that each T2LBMN^,QUDBV<LRMN^,Q is a semi-algebraic function of constant description complexity. The goal is to
design a data structure that keeps track of the closest pair of points in = , and that can also support
insertions and deletions of points into/from = , as well as changes in the flight plans of the moving
points.
The kinetic data structure (KDS) framework, introduced by Basch et al. [10], proposes an algorithmic approach, together with several quality criteria, for maintaining a variety of geometric
configurations determined by a set of objects, each moving along a semi-algebraic trajectory of
constant description complexity (see below for a precise definition). Several interesting algorithms
have been designed, using this framework, over the past few years, including algorithms for maintaining the convex hull of a set _ of (moving) points in the plane [10], the closest pair in such a set
[10], a point in the center region of such a set [3], kinetic planar subdivisions [2, 4, 7], kinetic medians and `a -trees [5], kinetic range searching [1], maintaining the extent of a moving point set [6],
kinetic collision detection [9, 19, 22], shooting a moving target [12], kinetic discrete centers [16],
kinetic connectivity for unit disks, rectangles, and hypercubes [18, 20], kinetic geometric spanners
[21], and kinetic separation of convex polygons [23]; see [17] for a recent survey.
Typically, a geometric algorithm for computing such a configuration determined by a set _ is
designed for the stationary case, where the objects do not move. When the objects do move, the
combinatorial representation of the configuration may change at certain critical times, when certain
“events” occur (e.g., a new vertex of the convex hull may appear, an old vertex may disappear, the
closest pair of points changes, etc.). The goal is to design a data structure that can efficiently keep
track of these changes, and maintain (a discrete representation of) the correct configuration at all
times. Thus the algorithm has to keep track of these critical events, and fix the configuration when
they happen.
The crux in designing an efficient KDS is finding a set of certificates that, on one hand, ensure
the correctness of the configuration currently being maintained, and, on the other hand, are inexpensive to maintain. When the motion starts, we can compute the closest failure time of any of the
certificates, and insert these times into a global event queue. When the time of the next event in
the queue matches the current time, we invoke the KDS repair mechanism, which fixes the configuration, and replaces the failing certificate(s) by new valid ones. In doing so, the mechanism will
typically delete from the queue failure times that are no longer relevant, and insert new failure times
into it.
To analyze the efficiency of a KDS, we distinguish between two types of events: internal and
external. External events are events associated with a real (combinatorial) change in the configuration that we maintain, thus forcing a change in the output. Internal events, on the other hand, are
events where some certificate fails, but the overall desired configuration still remains valid. These
events arise because of our specific choice of the certificates, and are essentially an overhead incurred by the data structure. If the ratio between the number of internal events to the number of
external events (in the worst case) is no more than polylogarithmic in the number of input objects,
the KDS is said to be efficient.1 Other parameters of the KDS that one would like to minimize are
1

(a) In the original setup of Basch et al. [10], a KDS is considered to be efficient, if the ratio between the worst-case
number of internal events to the worst-case number of external events is bounded by an arbitrarily small power of the
number of input objects. In our definition of efficient KDS, we only allow a degradation factor that is a polylogarithmic
function of the number of input objects. We impose similar stringer restrictions on the other performance parameters of
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the following.

b
b

The processing time of a critical event by the repair mechanism. If this parameter is no more
than polylogarithmic in the number of input objects, we say that the KDS is responsive.

b

The maximum number of events at any fixed time in the data structure that are associated with
one particular object. When this parameter is no more than polylogarithmic in the number of
input objects, we say that the KDS is local. Locality typically implies that changes in flight
plans of the moving points can be handled efficiently.
The space used by the data structure. If this is larger than the number of input objects by at
most a polylogarithmic factor, we say that the KDS is compact.

In addition, which is one of the central issues addressed in this paper (for the specific closest
pair and all nearest neighbors problems), one might wish to design a KDS that is also dynamic,
meaning that it can also efficiently support insertions and deletions of objects.
In their paper, Basch et al. [10] developed a KDS that maintains the closest pair in a set of J
moving points in the plane, which meets all four standard criteria, namely, it is compact, efficient, loFfe2gNh FMPJ!Q$ij<klJ!Q
cal, and responsive. Specifically, their structure uses linear space; it processes cdMPJ
F
events, each in cdMEij<k J!Q time, where m is the number of times any two fixed pairs of points can
engNh F<MPJ!Q is as defined in the abstract. To achieve locality, their algorithm
attain equal distances, and
uses a fairly complicated set of certificates, to guarantee that each point participates in cdMEioj<kpJ!Q
certificates. Furthermore, Basch et al. have focused only on kinetization, and did not consider insertions and deletions of points, which seems hard to implement using their approach. The motivation
for our work has been threefold: (i) to simplify the certificates used by [10] for the closest-pair problem, (ii) to obtain a dynamic algorithm that still meets the four quality criteria mentioned above, and
that can also be extended to higher dimensions, and (iii) to extend the technique to the all-nearestneighbors problem, a problem that has not yet been tackled in the KDS literature.
Further background. In the static and stationary scenario, the complete set of points is given
when the algorithm starts, and the points do not move. The planar version of the static and stationary
closest-pair problem has been solved in cWMPJqioj<krJ!Q time by Shamos and Hoey [28] in 1975. A year
later Bentley and Shamos [11] gave an cdMPJqij<krJ!Q algorithm for the a -dimensional case. Vaidya
[31] describes an cdMPJqij<klJ!Q algorithm for computing the nearest neighbor of every point in a given
set of J points in Kps . All these algorithms can be implemented in the algebraic decision tree model,
for which an tuMPJqioj<krJ!Q lower bound holds; see [13].
The problem of maintaining the closest pair in the dynamic but stationary scenario has also been
studied extensively during the past fifteen years. The first algorithm supporting both insertions and
deletions in polylogarithmic update time was given by Smid [30], who presents a data structure for
points in a dimensions, that takes cdMPJqioj<k s J!Q space and supports updates in cWMEioj<k s Jqioj<kvioj<krJ!Q
amortized time per update. Later, Schwarz et al. [26] have given an algorithm that supports only
the structure. (b) Ideally, one would like to ensure a small ratio between the number of internal events and the number of
external events that actually take place. This is considerably harder to achieve, and is not addressed in the earlier works
too.
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insertions, in cdMEioj<kpJ!Q amortized time per insertion, again in any dimension. Finally, Bespamyatnikh [14] presented an algorithm that supports both insertions and deletions in cdMEioj<kpJ!Q worst-case
time per update, in any dimension.
Our results. Our first result is an efficient dynamic KDS for maintaining the closest pair in a set
of moving points in the plane, which also supports insertions and deletions of points, and which can
be extended to any dimension aSwyx . The structure is constructed using standard off-the-shelf data
structure components, our certificates are simpler than those of [10], and the performance of our
algorithm (in the planar case) is comparable with that of [10].
We assume that each moving point A is given as a pair MPTz1MPOBQUDBVz1MPORQBQ of semi-algebraic functions
of time of constant description complexity. That is, each function is defined as a Boolean combination of a constant number of predicates involving polynomials of constant maximum degree.
Our solution is based on a simple geometric property of the nearest neighbor to a given point,
stated in Lemma 2.1 below, a property which has also been noted in [10]. Using this property, we
design a data structure, which in essence is a 2-dimensional range tree. It stores the points of = in
a certain transformed coordinate system, along with certain additional information to facilitate the
maintenance of the closest pair.
We present the algorithm in three stages. First, in Section 2, we describe the data structure for the
static (no insertions and deletions) and stationary (no motion of the points) scenario. This leads to a
simple alternative cdMPJqioj<kpJ!Q algorithm for computing the closest pair in a planar point set. We next
show, in Section 4, how to make this structure kinetic, still disallowing insertions and deletions. The
FUe4g'h F{MPJ!Q$ioj<kpJ!Q critical events, each
modified structure uses cWMPJqioj<krJ!Q space, and processes cdMPJ
F
in cWMEioj<k J!Q time. Here m is the maximum number of times where the distances between any two
eg
g
g
specific pairs of points can become equal, ME|{Q>*} ME|<QB~3| , and } ME|{Q is the maximum length of
Davenport-Schinzel sequences of order m on | symbols. Then, in Section 5, we modify the structure
further, and turn it into a fully dynamic and kinetic structure. The dynamic version of the problem
incurs a slight degradation in performance: If J insertions and deletions are performed, the
eg'h F<MPJ!Q$ioj<k$2J!Q events, each in cdMEioj<k$nJ!Q
structure still uses cWMPJqioj<krJ!Q space, and processes cdMPJ
time. See Theorem 5.2 for a precise statement of the performance bounds.
An appealing feature of our solution, besides being the first fully dynamic and kinetic solution
for this problem, is its simplicity. It is in fact a dynamic 2-dimensional range tree, on which we
superimpose a heap-like tournament structure, in which only a small number of pairs compete for
being the closest pair in = . This number is linear in the static-kinetic case, and is cdMPJqioj<kpJ!Q in the
dynamic-kinetic case.
Our second result is a KDS for maintaining the nearest neighbor of every point in a set of
moving points in plane, with the same assumption on the motions as before. We obtain this result
using the same basic observation of Lemma 2.1. The skeleton of the data structure itself is the same
two-dimensional range tree which we use for the closest pair, but with an additional level of kinetic
tournaments. In order to attain a sharp upper bound on the number of events that may occur in the
additional tournaments, and on the time to handle them, we use treaps [27] to implement both the
F
primary and the secondary trees. We present this result in Section 6. It uses cdMPJqioj<k J!Q expected
e F
space, and the expected number of events processed by the data structure is cWMPJ g'h F MPJ!Q$ioj<k$2J!Q ,
4

 J insertions and deletions are performed. The expected time to process all the events is
cdMPJ e g'F h F PM J!Q$ioj<k4J!Q , though a single event may take cdMPJ!Q expected time. See Theorems 6.9

if

and 7.2 for precise statements.

Another feature of our solutions is that they can be extended to arbitrary dimensions awx ,
using essentially the same machinery (a a -dimensional dynamic range tree combined with kinetic
and dynamic tournament data structures). We present this extension in Section 8; the precise performance bounds are given in Theorems 8.2 and 8.3.

2 Closest Pair and Nearest Neighbors: Static and Stationary

F

Let = be a set of J “fixed” points in K . We present a “warm-up” solution for the closet-pair and the
all-nearest-neighbor problems. Although these problems are well studied and optimal algorithms
exist [13], we derive specific solutions that are easy to extend to kinetic and dynamic scenarios.
These structures rely on the following simple but crucial lemma, also proved in [10].
Partition the plane into six wedges DGGGDU+ of angle ~ each, with the origin as their
common apex, where +L spans the orientation oMx3rQN~$DMx3QN~- . Let fL denote the unit
h >79L and UL h >UL (where
vector in the direction of the bisector ray of #L . Note that 9L


addition of indices is modulo  ). For a point A and a wedge #L , let A ¡L denote the translation of
 L so that its apex is at A .
Lemma 2.1. Let A be the point closest to | , and let
Then

L

be the wedge such that AW¢£L contains | .

ME|¤AnQ!^-UL:>¥d¦§¨2MP©ªA:Q!^-UL¬«3©®=ª¯+M,Ad°¡L±Q²1G

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that there exists a point ©³=´¯³M,Aq #L±Q , such that MP©°WAnQ:^fµL·¶
ME|q³AnQr^UL . See Figure 1. We have « |3©X«:*« A2|1« , so ¸!A©7| must be smaller than ¸ |UA© . However,
¸ |UA©¹¢~ , and ¸·A©|.w¢~ , a contradiction. º
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coordinates.

We restate Lemma 2.1 by saying that, if A is closest to | then | is the closest point to A (in
=¯°M,A¡LÐQ ) in the UL -direction.h Symmetrically, if | is also the closest point to A then A is the
closest point to | (in =¯³ME|v  L Qr>=´¯³ME|Ñ£ L Q ) in the opposite MN L Q -direction. We refer to

such pairs of points as being matched in the L -direction.
5

Closest pair. Clearly, if M,ADR|{Q is a closest pair in = , then there exists a direction 3L such that A and
| are matched in direction fL . The algorithm keeps track of all these matched pairs of points, in each
of the three directions  , C , and fF , and selects the closest pair (in the Euclidean metric) among
them. Note that, for each of the directions  , C , and µF , a point A can participate in at most two
matched pairs, once as the left point of the pair, and once as the right point of the pair. Thus, at any
time, there are only cWMPJ!Q matched pairs.

Without loss of generality, weh only consider matched pairs in direction   , i.e., the T -direction.
>*9 , Ò´>*  with the origin as an apex, whose bisector
Consider the two ~ wedges 
rays are, respectively,
the
positive
and
the negative portions of the T -axis. For simplicity
of presenh
h
h
F
ME|{QpÓ,>|r£ ,
tation, we regard 
and Ò as open wedges. For each point |;®K , we set 
 Ò ME|<QÔÓ,>Õ|Öª Ò . We thus wish to find all matched pairs of points M,ADR|{Q in theh T -direction; that
is, pairs M,ADR|{Q such that A lies to the left of | , | is the leftmost point of =×¯+
M,AnQ , and A is the
rightmost point of =Ø¯ÙÒlME|{Q . Let Ú denote the set of these matched pairs.
To construct Ú , we first map each point AS>ÛMPT1zDBVz<Q ®= to a point MPÜzDBÝfzÞQ in a new parametric
plane, where Üzd>ßTzØà <Vz , and Ýzd>ßT$zqà Vz . These coordinates
h are measured along axes
that are orthogonal to the directions of the rays bounding the wedge 
. See Figure 1 (ii).
Note that |.¡

h

M,A:Q

if and only if

Ü Ë wÜ$z and Ý Ë wÝzG
(1)
So all points | that may be matched with A are in the range given by (1), which is a translate of the
positive quadrant in the Ü2Ý -plane. To compute Ú , we seek, for each point A , the point |¤°= that
lies in that range and has the smallest T -coordinate. Since T¤>MPÜd Ý/QB~x in the ÜÝ -plane, we want
to find the point in the query quadrant which is extreme in the MN;DuQ -direction.
Motivated by this observation, we construct a 2-dimensional range tree á [13] on the transformed points of = , where the points are sorted in the primary tree by their Ü -coordinates, and in
each secondary tree by their Ý -coordinates. We store a point in each leaf. Internal nodes do not contain points, but store keys to guide the search, and additional information that is described below.
See Figure 2. We slightly abuse the notation, and use á to denote both the whole range tree and its
primary tree. For a node © in the primary tree, we denote the set of points in the subtree rooted at
© by =WMP©Q , and denote the secondary tree associated with © by á!â . For a node ãäánâ , we denote
the set of points in the subtree of ã by =WMP©;DBãÞQ . For an internal node å , either in the primary tree á
or in some secondary tree, we denote by æ{MåQ the left child of å , and by ç1Må$Q the right child of å .
Let © be a node in the primary tree á . The secondary tree á!â stores all points in =WMP©Q sorted
by their Ý -coordinates. Within á â , we refer to points that belong to =WM%æ{MP©QBQ as blue points, and
to points that belong to =èMPç/MP©QBQ as red points. By definition, the Ü -coordinate of each blue point
is smaller than that of all the red points. However, when sorted by their Ý -coordinates, the blue
and red points get mixed together. See Figure 2. We use the following observation, whose proof is
straightforward.

Lemma 2.2. Let © be a node in the primary tree á , and let ã be a node in the secondary treeh á¬â .
M,AnQ
For each blue point Aßé=WMP©uDÊæ{MPãÞQBQ and for each red point |°ß=èMP©uDBç1MPãÞQBQ , the wedge 
contains | (and the wedge  Ò ME|{Q contains A ).
For each node ã in á:â , let

ê4ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ

(resp.,

íîðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ ) be the subset of red (resp., blue) points
6
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÷®ø®ùúµûBüNüÊüBû±ýþ of eight points in ÿ , the primary tree  storing the points sorted by their Î -coordinates,
ñ of node  storing ÷1ø³ù û û ûÐýþ sorted by their Ï -coordinates. In ñ , , are blue and
  rû   *ñ ) :ø and rû   ñ :ø¡ý . The closest pair (which is also matched in
û $
ø #%!&-'û  (  .

Figure 2. A set

and the secondary tree
, are red points, and
the  -direction) is ! "

ý

in =WMP©uDBç1MPãÞQBQ (resp., =WMP©;DÊæ<MPãÞQBQ ). Define +îðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ to be the point of maximum (resp., minimum)
T -coordinate in íî,ï-ë<MP©uDBãÞQ (resp., ênëì2MP©;DBãÞQ ); it is undefined if the set is empty. Consider the four
quadrants defined by the lines Ü°>*Ünâ and Ý+>*Ý, , where Ü2â is the maximum Ü -coordinate of a
point in =WM%æ{MP©QBQ , and Ý-, is the maximum Ý -coordinate of a point in =WMP©;DÊæ<MPãÞQBQ . Then ênëì2MP©;DBã{Q
(resp., íîðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ ) lies in the first (resp., third) quadrant, and .%ëì2MP©uDBãÞQ (resp., +Þî,ï-ëÞMP©;DBãÞQ is the point
of =èMP©uDBãÞQ with the minimum (resp., maximum) T -coordinate (i.e., MPÜX#Ý/Q -value) in this quadrant.
See Figure 2. Let rMP©;DBã{Qp>éM(+Þî,ï-ëÞMP©;DBã{QUD.%ëìnMP©;DBãÞQBQ , whenever both elements of the pair are defined.
Set
Ú0/Ñ>@rMP©uDBãÞQ«3ãXá4âlDB©ß¤áqI{G
(2)
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let A be the point closest to | so that |.¡
that |.>1.ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ and A+9=èMP©uDÊæ{MPã{QBQ . Symmetrically, if
ã such that |q>2+Þî,ï-ë{MP©;DBã{Q and A®®=WMP©;DBç/MPãÞQBQ .

h

,M AnQ . Then there are nodes © and ã
|dÙÒrM,AnQ , then there are nodes ©

such
and

h

Proof. We prove only the first part in which |.¡
M,AnQ ; the proof of theh second part is symmetric.
Let © be the lowest common ancestor of A and | in á . Since |¡Ø
M,AnQ , we have Ü Ë wÜz , so
A¢Ø=WM%æ<MP©QBQ and |9¢=èMPç/MP©QBQ . It follows that in á â , A is a blue point and
h | is a red point. Let
ã be the lowest common ancestor of A and | in áâ . Again, since |¡Ø M,AnQ , we have Ý Ë wÝz .
Therefore, A®®=WMP©;DÊæ<MPãÞQBQ and |;³=WMP©uDBç1MPãÞQBQ .

h

By Lemma 2.2, the wedge 
M,AnQ contains all the red points inh =WMP©;DBç1MPã{QBQ . It follows that |
M,AnQ with T -coordinate smaller
must be .ëì2MP©;DBã{Q , for otherwise there would exist a point |*3 in 
than that of | , contradicting Lemma 2.1.
The following corollary follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3.

Corollary 2.4. For each matched pair
rMP©uDBãÞQ . That is, Ú24¢Ú / .

M,ADR|{Q9 Ú

there are nodes

©

and

ã

such that

M,A!DR|<Q³>

Corollary 2.4 suggests the following procedure for computing the closest pair. We compute Ú /
by constructing the range tree á and the pairs rMP©;DBã{Q , for each primary node © and secondary node
7

ã+ánâ . We then find the pair in Ú / with the minimum distance between its points. We apply a
similar procedure to each of the two other bisector directions {C , and µF . The closest among the three
resulting pairs is the closest pair in = . This completes the description of the static and stationary
data structure for the closest pair problem. It uses cWMPJqioj<krJ!Q storage, and the cost of constructing
it, including the construction of the set Ú / , is cWMPJqioj<klJ!Q . The storage can be reduced to cWMPJ!Q , if
we construct á and the secondary trees incrementally, discarding portions that have already been
fully processed.
All nearest neighbors. We now show how to use the range tree of the preceding analysis to find
the nearest neighbor
of each point A££= . The strategy is to compute, for each A££= , a candidate
h
point |ä
M,AnQ65¤ Ò M,AnQ , such that if the nearest neighbor of A lies in this union then it is equal
to | (in certain cases, | may be undefined). By repeating this algorithm for the other two pairs of
wedges, we assign to each point A at most three candidates | , one of which must be the nearest
neighbor of A . We build the two-dimensional range tree as in the preceding algorithm. For each
primary node © and secondary node ãXáâ , we compute the following:
(i) the points .ëìnMP©uDBãÞQ and +îðï-ë{MP©;DBãÞQ ;
(ii)
(iii)

e PM ©;DBã{Q , the point in íî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ closest to .ëìnMP©uDBãÞQ ;
7MP©;DBã{Q , the point in ênëì2MP©;DBã{Q closest to +Þî,ï-ë{MP©;DBã{Q .

For each point A , define

M,AnQ¬>@ e MP©;DBã{Q7«AS>2.%ëì4MP©;DBã{QI95³@-7MP©;DBãÞQÖ«UAS>:+Þîðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQI{G
(3)
M,AnQ<>2
; = , then the candidate point | that we pick for A is the closest point to A among all points
M,A:Q . The correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 2.1.
8

8

If
8
in

The running time of this algorithm is proportional to the sum of the sizes of all secondary
F
subtrees, which is cWMPJqioj<k J!Q . The same technique can be used in higher dimensions too—see
Section 8 for details. While yielding a suboptimal solution (Vaidya’s algorithm runs in cdMPJqij<krJ!Q
time in any dimension a ), this technique is relatively easy to extend to the kinetic and dynamic
scenarios, as will be described in the subsequent sections.

3 A Dynamic and Kinetic Tournament
In this section we review one of the main tools in our algorithm, adapted from Basch et al. [10],
who present the following algorithm for maintaining the lowest point among a set of points moving
along the V -axis.2 Let > be a completely balanced binary tree, with the points stored at its leaves
(in an arbitrary order). For an internal node Ý®?> , let =WMPÝ/Q denote the set of points in the subtree
rooted at Ý . At any specific time O , each internal node Ý stores the lowest point among the points in
2

We assume that when points collide, they simply go over each other and continue uninterruptedly with their individual
trajectories.

8

=WMPÝ/Q at time O . We call this lowest point the winner at Ý . Clearly, at any given time, the winner at Ý
is the lower among the winner at the left child of Ý and the winner at the right child of Ý .

We associate a certificate with each internal node Ý , which asserts which of the two winners, at
the left child and at the right child of Ý , is the winner at Ý . This certificate remains valid as long as
(i) the winners at the children of Ý do not change, and (ii) the order along the V -axis between these
two “sub-winners” does not change. The actual certificate caters only to the second condition; the
first will be taken care of recursively. The failure time associated with this certificate is the next
time when these two winners switch their order along the V -axis. We store all certificates in a heap,
using the failure times as keys.3 We call this heap of certificates the event queue.
As time progresses, the algorithm encounters events, in each of which some certificate fails.
The algorithm keeps removing from the event queue the certificate with the minimum failure time,
and replaces it with a new certificate, which takes into account the new order of the sub-winners at
the corresponding node Ý , and whose failure time is the next time when the two points switch again
their order. In addition, the new winner at Ý is propagated upwards to the ancestors of Ý , which may
cause the algorithm to replace the certificates at some of these nodes too.
In more detail, the algorithm proceeds as follows. When a certificate associated with a node Ý
fails at time O , a new winner | takes over the old winner A at Ý . The old winner A may have also
been the winner at some ancestors of Ý , so, for each such ancestor, we change its winner to be | .
For each ancestor node Ü of Ý whose winner has changed, we also change the certificate associated
with its parent AMPÜnQ , where the new certificate confronts the new winner at Ü with the winner at the
sibling of Ü . We remove the failure times of the old certificates from the event queue, and replace
F
them by the failure times of the new certificates. All this takes cdMEioj<k J!Q time, and is dominated
by the cost of performing cdMEij<krJ!Q updates of the event queue. This implies that our data structure
is responsive (in the terminology of [10]). It is also compact and local, as follows easily from the
construction.
To bound the total number of events, we focus on a single node Ý , and bound the number of
times when the winner at Ý can change. Clearly, the total number of winner changes at all nodes
bounds the total number of events. (Note that creating a new certificate and inserting it into the
event queue is not considered an event—the certificate may get deleted from the queue before it
becomes the smallest element there. Only certificates that are removed by a deletemin operation
are considered to be events.)

F

A bound on the total number of events times cWMEioj<k J!Q bounds the total time to process all
events. However we can obtain a tighter bound by recalling that the time it takes to process an event
at Ý is bounded by cWMEioj<klJ!Q times the number of ancestors of Ý that change their winner as a result
of the event. Therefore, the total number of winner changes at all nodes times cWMEioj<klJ!Q bounds the
total time for processing the events. (Again, as just remarked, there are potentially more winner
changes than events.)
A winner change at Ý corresponds to a breakpoint in the lower envelope of the arrangement
in the ONV -plane, defined by the trajectories of the points in =èMPÝQ . If each such pair of trajectories intersect at most m times, then the complexity of the lower envelope that corresponds to Ý
g
g
eg
is at most } MR« =èMPÝQ« Qä> « =WMPÝQ« MR« =èMPÝQ« Q , where } MPJ!Q is the maximum length of a Davenport3

Any “regular” heap that supports insert, delete, and deletemin in @ACB
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DFE*

time is good for our purpose.

eg

g

Schinzel sequence of order m on J symbols, and MPJ!Qu>} MPJ!QB~-J is an extremely slowly growing function of J (see [29]). Summing these complexity bounds over all nodes Ý , we obtain that
the
of winner changes, and therefore also the overall number of events, is at most
G overall e2number
Æ « =èMPÝQ« g MR« =WMPÝ/Q« Q> cWMPJ e2g MPJ!Q$ioj<kpJ!Q . This is larger by a logarithmic factor than the maximum number of times the lowest point along the V -axis can indeed change, since this latter number
is bounded by the complexity of the lower envelope associated with the root of > . It now follows from our discussion in the previous paragraph that the total time to process all the events is
cdMPJ e4g MPJ!Q$ioj<k F J!Q . In the terminology of [10], our data structure is thus also efficient.
Making the tournament dynamic. We next turn this static structure into a dynamic one, which
also supports insertions and deletions of points. In principle, we can replace the static tree > with
any kind of dynamic balanced search tree data structure. However, for the analysis of the number of
events to go through, we assume that > is a weight-balanced M'HIHM'J¬QBQ tree [25] (see also [24]). This
allows us to insert a new point anywhere we wish in > , and to delete any point from > , in cdMEioj<kpJ!Q
time. Each such insertion or deletion may change cdMEij<klJ!Q certificates, along the corresponding
F
search path, and therefore takes cWMEioj<k J!Q time, including the time for the structural updates of
(rotations in) > ; here J denotes the actual number of points in > , at the step where we perform the
insertion or deletion. Again, most of the cost is incurred in accessing the event queue; updating the
tournament structure itself takes only cWMEioj<klJ!Q time. 4

We next bound the total number of events that may occur while inserting and deleting at most 
points, at arbitrary locations, into a kinetic tournament > that contains at most J points at any time.
Each node in Ý is created during an insertion, and then exists in > until the corresponding deletion.
We refer to the period at which Ý exists in > as the lifetime of Ý . We denote by =WMPÝ/Q the multiset
containing any point that is associated with a leaf of the subtree rooted at Ý during the lifetime of Ý .
The multiplicity of a point A in =WMPÝ/Q is the number of maximal connected time intervals at which A
is stored at the subtree rooted at Ý . (Such transitions into and out of the subtree may happen when
we perform rotations to rebalance the tree; see below.)

An argument analogous to the one given above for the static case, implies that the number of
events at a node Ý (i.e., events where the certificate associated with Ý fails), is bounded by the
number of winner changes at Ý . The number of winner changes in Ý is in turn bounded by « =WMPÝQ«
e g'h F MPJ!Q .5 Note that here we use e gNh F instead of e g , since the lower envelope that
multiplied by
we consider at each node Ý is now a lower envelope of partial functions [29]. Indeed, insertions
and deletions of points from within the subtree of Ý , as well as rotations that may introduce new
subtrees or remove subtrees from the subtree of Ý , may make the trajectory of a point appear in the
arrangement in the ONV -plane associated with Ý only during part of the lifetime of Ý .
Also, as in the static case, the time it takes to handle all the events is proportional
to the number
G
e2gNh FÞMPJ!Q$ioj<kpJ!Q
of winner changes at all nodes Ý multiplied by a factor of cWMEioj<klJ!Q . So c¢MRM Æ « =WMPÝQ« Q
is an upper bound on the total time it takes to process all the events.
4
Note that there is freedom in choosing the location where the new point is inserted, which we do not know how to
exploit.
5
We may use K-L
EM rather than K-L NO , by a standard argument that analyzes the total complexity of the envelope
in the QP -plane by splitting it into @NORE* intervals along the  -axis, such that over each interval there are only @EM
functions involved; see [29].
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When inserting or deleting a node from a weight-balanced tree, we rebalance the tree by doing
rotations at certain edges along the access path. See Figure 3.

,
V
T

V
S

,
T

U
U

Figure 3. A rotation around the edge

S

XWûYZ .

Suppose we perform   J insertions and deletions. If we ignore rotations for a moment,
then each insertion
increases « =WMPÝ/Q« by one, only for nodes Ý on a single path, so this contributes
cdMPÕij<klJ!Q to G Æ « =WMPÝ/Q« . A rotation around an edge MPãD\[1Q , where ã¡>éA·MQ[1Q , changes =WMPãÞQ and
=WMQ[1Q substantially. In particular, the set =èMQ[/Q grows substantially by inheriting the subtree rooted
at the former sibling of [ (and child of ã ). To complete the analysis, we have to bound the total
growth in the sets =WM']$Q due to rotations. Here comes to the rescue a well known property of weightbalanced trees [15] (see also [24]), which asserts that, even if the cost of a rotation around MPãD\[/Q is
proportional to « =WMPãÞQ« , the total cost of any sequence of cWMP³Q operations is only cdMPÕioj<kpJ!Q . This
immediately implies that the sum of the size increases of the sets =WM']Q , due to rotations, is only
cdMPÕij<klJ!Q . The following theorem summarizes what we have just shown.
Theorem 3.1. A sequence of  insertions and deletions into a kinetic tournament, whose maximum size at any time is J (assuming 
 J ), when e implemented
as a weight-balanced tree
N
g
h
F MPJ!Q$ioj<klJ!Q events, for a total cost of
in the manner described above, generates at most cdMP
cdMP e4g'h F<MPJ!Q$ioj<k F J!Q . Each update takes cdMEioj<k F J!Q worst-case time. One can construct (i.e., initialize) a kinetic tournament on J elements, at any fixed time, in cWMPJ!Q time.
Remark. Note that the amortized analysis of rotations in a weight-balanced tree is used only for
guaranteeing a near-linear bound on the total number of events. In contrast, the time bound for an
update is worst-case, because, when we do a rotation in the weight-balanced tree, no rebuilding of
secondary structures is needed, so the rotation takes cdMÊQ time.

4 KDS for Closest Pair
As the points of = vary continuously with time, we maintain the closest pair in = by keeping track
of the combinatorial changes in the structure of á , and in the set Ú of matched pairs. Without loss
of generality,
h we limit the discussion to changes in the first range tree data structure, that uses the
wedges 
DU Ò with the T -axis as a bisector. Here is an overview of our approach. We note that,
as long as the Ü -order, Ý -order, and T -order of the points of = all remain unchanged, the structure
of á also remains unchanged. Moreover, the set Ú of matched pairs, and the larger set Ú / also do
11

not change. We refer to swaps in which the Ü -order, Ý -order, or T -order of some pair of points of =
changes, as Ü -swaps, Ý -swaps, or T -swaps, respectively.

We maintain the set Ú explicitly in a dynamic kinetic tournament > as described in Section 3.
Specifically, for each pair M,ADR|{Q we define an item ^z_ Ë , which is the Euclidean distance between A
and | , i.e.,
^4z_ Ë MPORQr>a`AMPOBQ·#|MPORQb`G
(4)

Let cª>é@Z^4z_ Ë MPOBQ«M,A!DR|<QÔ¡ÚuI . We construct the tournament > on c . It follows that the winner at
the root of > corresponds to the closest pair. In between swaps, the set c is static, and changes of
the closest pair are tracked by the kinetic tournament > and its events.

To keep track of the swaps, we maintain the range tree á , and three auxiliary sorted lists d Ã ,
d Æ , d Â , where d Ã (resp., d Æ , d Â ) stores the points of = sorted by their Ü -coordinates (resp., Ý coordinates, T -coordinates). We implement d Ã by threading the leaves of á , and we can implement
d Æ by threading the leaves of the secondary tree at the root of á . The list d Â is maintained separately.
We maintain a collection of certificates, one for each pair of consecutive elements in each of the
three lists; each certificate simply asserts that the corresponding pair obeys the respective order. We
refer to these certificates as certificates of type (i), type (ii), and type (iii), respectively. The failure
events of these certificates are then:
(i) Two consecutive points
ure 4 (i).

ADR| =

(ii) Two consecutive points ADR|.®=

in the Ü -order switch their positions (a Ü -swap). See Fig-

(iii) Two consecutive points
Figure 4 (ii).

in the Ý -order switch their positions (a Ý -swap).

A!DR|×=

in the T -order switch their positions (an T -swap). See

We add these certificates to the event queue in which we maintain the certificates of > ; the key of
each such certificate is its failure time.
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Figure 4. (i) A -swap between and , with moving down and up; the old matched pair  h& is replaced by the
new pair  i . (ii) An  -swap between and , with moving to the left and to the right; the old matched pair !& j
is replaced by !& i .
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Í

Ì
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When a Ü -swap, Ý -swap, or T -swap between points A and | occurs, we update the tree á and the
appropriate one among the lists d Ã , d Æ , and d Â . The swap may also change the set Ú . Fortunately,
any pair that starts or stops being matched due to the swap contains A or | , and the number of such
12

pairs is cdMÊQ . We use á to efficiently identify the changes in Ú , and then perform the appropriate
constantly many insertions and deletions into > . By the assumption on the motion of the points, the
F
Fµe2gNh F<MPJ!Q$ioj<klJ!Q events,
total number of swaps is cdMPJ Q . Hence, by Theorem 3.1, > encounters cdMPJ
F e4g'h F{MPJ!Q$ioj<k F J!Q . Note that a swap may also change the
which can be processed in overall time cdMPJ
set Ú / ; the number of changes in this set that are caused by a swap might not be constant, though.
The following lemma summarizes our observations thus far.
Lemma 4.1. The set Ú of matched pairs changes only when two points ADR| swap their positions in
either the Ü -order, Ý -order, or T -order. In each of these events, any pair that starts or stops being
matched contains A or | , and the number of such pairs is cdMÊQ .
We maintain at each node ã of each secondary tree á!â , the points of maximal and minimal T coordinates stored at =èMP©uDBãÞQ . 6 Thish allows us to use á to answer queries of the form: For a given
point A , find the leftmost point in 
M,AnQ , or find the rightmost point in  Ò M,AnQ . The first type of
query specifies the quadrant Üyw8Ü/z , Ý#w Ýz , and asks for the point of smallest T -coordinate (or
MPÜè¢ÝQ -value) in this quadrant. The second type of query specifies the quadrant Ü´¶Ü4z , Ý9¶ßÝz ,
and asks for the point of largest T -coordinate (or MPÜ¤yÝ/Q -value) in this quadrant. Each of these
F
queries can be answered in cWMEioj<k J!Q time, by standard techniques, using the information stored at
the secondary nodes.
To update our range tree efficiently when swaps take place, we make each secondary tree a
dynamic balanced search tree data structure that supports insertions and deletions. These updates
are required when we encounter swaps in the Ü -order between consecutive elements—see below.

When we insert a point A into a secondary tree á!â , we may have to update the information
associated with the nodes along the path from the root of á â to the new point, some of which may
participate in rebalancing rotations. For any node ã on the update path in á¬â , we add A to =WMP©;DBã{Q ,
which may now become the point with maximal or minimal T -coordinate in that set. Notice that,
for a secondary node ã in some áâ , it is straightforward to compute the T -maximal and T -minimal
points in =WMP©;DBã{Q from the corresponding values at the children of ã . Therefore, it is easy to maintain
these values, when we insert or delete a point and rebalance a secondary tree via rotations, in
cdMEij<klJ!Q time per such update. Since only cWMEioj<klJ!Q secondary trees are affected
by any swap (see
F
below), the cost of updating the overall tree structure after a swap is cdMEij<k J!Q . The same discussion
applies in the case of deletions.
Handling Ü -swaps. Let ADR|¤°= be the pair of points that switch their positions in the Ü -order.
See Figure 4(i). This causes A and | to swap their positions in the primary tree á and in the list
d Ã . Let © be the lowest common ancestor of A and | in á . When we swap A and | , we have to
delete A from the secondary tree á âFk of every node © 3 on the path from © to the leaf that contained
A before the swap, and add | to each such tree. Similarly, we have to delete | from, and add A
to, every secondary tree á â k , for © 3 on the path from © to the leaf containing | before the swap.
Since we insert and delete A and | in cdMEioj<kpJ!Q secondary trees, the total update time of these trees
F
is cdMEioj<k J!Q . Next, we swap A and | in d Ã , and update the type (i) certificates associated with A , | ,

lû :ø

lû 'û

rû

Here we do not need to explicitly maintain the pair #l 'Wm n'  QW  'Wm at W , since we do not handle
the set o of these pairs. This set will come into play when we make the structure dynamic, in Section 5.
6

Z
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and their neighbors in d Ã . Finally, we find the changes in the set Ú of matched pairs, and update
the items in > accordingly. The procedure described below applies also for Ý -swaps and T -swaps,
without any modifications.
In view of Lemma 4.1, only pairs involving
h A or | can start
h or stop being matched. To find these
M,AnQ , ÒlM,AnQ ,  ME|{Q , and ÒlME|{Q , seeking the leftmost
changes, we query á with the wedges 
or rightmost point in each wedge, as appropriate. This yields at most four candidate pairs (each
consisting of the apex (A or | ) of the query wedge and the output point) for being new matched
pairs. We check each of these pairs whether it is indeed matched. Let M,AD]Q be one of these pairs,
say, with A lying to the left of ] . We query in á with the left wedge  Ò M']Q . If the output is A , the
pair is matched. Otherwise, it is not matched and we discard it.
We insert into > the new matched pairs, and delete from it the old pairs that involve A or | if
they are not in Ú anymore. To find the old pairs easily, we maintain two pointers from each A99=
to the (at most) two matched pairs that contain it, one as a left point and one as a right point. It is
easy to maintain these links as we insert and delete pairs from the tournament.
The cost of this swap is twofold: the cost of updating á , and the cost of handling the tournament
F
structure > . Updating á takes cdMEioj<k J!Q time. Querying á to compute the new matched pairs also
F
F
takes cdMEij<k J!Q time. Inserting and deleting a constant number of pairs into > also takes cdMEioj<k J!Q
F
time, as discussed in Section 3. Hence, the cost of a Ü -swap is cWMEioj<k J!Q .
Handling Ý -swaps. When two points ADR|®= switch their positions in the Ý -order, we have to
swap them in d Æ and any secondary tree that contains both of them. Specifically, let ] be the lowest
common ancestor of A and | in the primary tree á . Then A and | are stored in áp for every ancestor
å of ] . For any such ancestor å (including ] ), we swap A and | in áqp . Fix one such tree árp , and
notice that A and | are stored at consecutive leaves of áp . Let [ be the lowest common ancestor in
ásp of those two leaves. We swap A and | , and update the T -maximal and T -minimal points stored at
each node ã on the paths from the leaves containing A and | to [ . Next, we update the certificates
of type (ii), and their failure events, associated with A and | and their neighbors in d Æ . Finally, we
compute the new matched pairs in Ú that arise from the swap (because T -maximal and T -minimal
points may have changed), and update > , exactly as in the case of Ü -swaps. The total cost of the
F
swap is, as above, cdMEij<k J!Q .
Handling T -swaps. Let A and | be the pair of points that switch their positions in the T -order, with
A preceding | before the event takes place. This event does not cause any structural changes, neither
in the primary á nor in any secondary tree, but it may change the T -maximal or the T -minimal
points in any node ã of any secondary tree áâ , such that the subtree of ã contains both A and | .

More precisely, let ] be the lowest common ancestor of A and | in the primary á . We need to
process the swap of A and | in the secondary trees rooted at the ancestors of ] , including ] itself.
Let © be a fixed ancestor of ] , and let [ be the lowest common ancestor of A and | in áâ . The
subtrees of á â containing both A and | are the subtrees rooted at ancestors of [ (including [ itself).
Let ã be one such ancestor. If the T -minimal point in =WMP©;DBã{Q is A then we change it to | , and if the
T -maximal point in =èMP©uDBãÞQ is | then we change it to A . Finally, we swap A and | in d Â , and update
the certificates of type (iii), and their failure events, associated with A , | , and their neighbors in d Â .
14

We then compute the new matched pairs that arise from the swap, and update > , exactly as in the
F
case of Ü -swaps. The total cost of the swap is, as above, cdMEij<k J!Q .
Theorem 4.2 below summarizes gives main result of this section.
Theorem 4.2. The KDS for the closest pair described above has the following properties:

c MPJ Fµe2gNh F<MPJ!Q$ioj<klJ!Q events M thus the KDS is efficient Q .
W
F
(b) It takes cWMEioj<k J!Q time to process an event M thus the KDS is responsive Q .
(c) Each point A participates in a constant number of certificates of type (i), (ii), and (iii), and in
cWMEioj<klJ!Q certificates of > , involving pairs of Ú that contain AM thus the KDS is local Q .
(d) The KDS uses cdMPJqij<klJ!Q space M and is thus compact Q .

(a) It processes

Proof. The proof of (b), (c), and (d) follows directly from the construction of the data structure and
from the preceding analysis. We note that the size of the event queue is only cdMPJ!Q . The bound on
the number of events has been discussed in the paragraph preceding Lemma 4.1.
Remark: The time bounds of Theorem 4.2 are the same as those of [10]. The space is larger by a
cdMEij<klJ!Q factor. However, the advantages of our KDS are that it is considerably simpler, is suitable
for dynamization (see Section 5), and can easily be extended to higher dimensions (see Section 8).

5 Dynamizing the KDS for Closest Pair
In this section we show how to make the KDS described in Section 4 also support insertions and
deletions of points. We have to be careful here, though, because an insertion or a deletion of a point
may cause massive changes in the set Ú , as is illustrated in Figure 5. We overcome the problem
by maintaining the set Ú / , as defined in Section 2, rather than the set Ú , in a kinetic and dynamic
tournament > .

z
Ì

Figure 5. An insertion of a point into the shaded region destroys tuE* pairs in o , and deleting the point re-exposes
them. In contrast, most of these pairs (those for which the -coordinates of their points are both smaller than v ) remain
in o when is inserted or deleted.
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At each node ã of a secondary tree á â , we store .ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ and +Þî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ . If rMP©uDBãÞQ is defined,
it generates an item in the tournament > whose value at time O is the Euclidean distance between
.ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ and +Þî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ at time O . Since « Ú / «{>ÕcdMPJqij<krJ!Q , > uses cWMPJqioj<krJ!Q storage. In contrast
to Ú , maintaining Ú / at an insertion or deletion can be made efficient, as we will shortly show.
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Kinetization. Before describing the procedure for inserting or deleting a point, we consider the
kinetization of the modified data structure. As in the case of Ú , the set Ú / can change only at a Ü swap, a Ý -swap, or an T -swap (or at an insertion or deletion, which we consider next). At any such
swap, the tree á is updated as described in Section 4. The only changes in Ú / involve pairs stored
F
along the paths where the updates of á and its secondary trees take place. Hence, only cdMEioj<k J!Q
F
pairs have to be removed from Ú / , and cWMEioj<k J!Q new pairs have to be inserted. The corresponding
updates in the tournament structure that represents Ú / can be naively performed in cWMEioj<k  J!Q time
per update, as described in Section 3.
We can slightly improve this cost, by noting that the nodes of the tournament > that are affected
by the updates are those along the paths from the modified leaves to the root. In the worst case, the
F
number of such nodes can be cWMEioj<k/4J!Q , but we can reduce it to cWMEioj<k J!Q , if we make the structure
of the tournament > identical to that of the 2-tier range tree á . In fact, we embed the tournament >
into the range tree á , as follows.

At each node ã of a secondary tree áâ , we maintain rMP©uDBãÞQ (whenever it is defined) and we
also keep track of the closest pair among the pairs rMP©uDå$Q , where å is a descendant of ã in áâ . We
denote this pair by  / MP©uDBãÞQ , which is  / MP©uDÊæ{MPãÞQBQ ,  / MP©;DBç1MPã{QBQ , or rMP©uDBãÞQ . For each such node
ã we maintain a certificate that asserts which among  / MP©;DÊæ<MPãÞQBQ ,  / MP©uDBç1MPãÞQBQ , and rMP©;DBãÞQ is the
closest pair. The failure times of these certificates are maintained in the event queue, where we also
store the times of the upcoming Ü -swaps, Ý -swaps, and T -swaps. Similarly, each node ©ßSá keeps
track of the closest pair among the pairs rMPÜDå$Q , where Ü is a descendant of © in á , and ådá Ã . We
denote this pair by  / MP©Q , which is  / M%æ<MP©QBQ ,  / MPç1MP©QBQ , or  / MP©;D\[/Q , where [ is the root of áâ . For
each such node © we keep a certificate that asserts which among  / M%æ{MP©QBQ ,  / MPç1MP©QBQ , and  / MP©uD\[1Q
is the closest pair, and keep the failure times of these certificates in the same event queue. We call
these two classes of certificates tournament certificates. Since the tournament is now embedded
into á , we make the secondary trees weight-balanced trees, in accordance with the strategy used in
Section 3.
When handling swaps, we update the tournament certificates at all nodes affected by the upF
date. Since there are cWMEioj<k J!Q secondary nodes and cdMEioj<kpJ!Q primary nodes affected by each such
update, we handle each swap in cdMEioj<k12J!Q time.

We handle a failure of a tournament certificate at a secondary node ã in áâ , by updating  / MP©;DBãÞQ
and propagating up this new closest pair. This may cause the tournament certificates of ancestors of
ã in á â and ancestors of © in á to change, and therefore takes cWMEioj<k F J!Q time. We handle a failure
of a tournament certificate at a primary node © similarly.
Lemma 5.1. The data structure processes

cdMPJ Fµe 'g h F MPJ!Q$ioj<k  J!Q

events.

Proof. We bound the total number of events due to failures of tournament certificates using the
same technique as in Section 3. A failure of a tournament certificate at a secondary node ã in árâ
corresponds to a breakpoint in the lower envelope of the distance functions between components of
pairs rMP©;DåQ , for all descendants å of ã in áâ . The complexity of this envelope is proportional to the
egNh F<MPJ!Q . Similarly, a failure of a tournament certificate
number of such functions times a factor of
at a primary node ©ßSá corresponds to a breakpoint in the lower envelope of the distance functions
between components of pairs rMPÜDåQ , over all descendants Ü of © in á , and ådá Ã .
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Let cqMP©uDBãÞQ be the multiset of pairs M,ADR|{Q that are stored as rMP©uDå$Q , for descendants å of ã in
, where each pair M,A!DR|<Q is counted with multiplicity equal to the number of maximal connected
time intervals during which M,ADR|{Q is stored as rMP©uDå$Q , over all nodes å as above. Similarly, let cMP©Q
be the multiset of pairs M,ADR|{Q that are stored as rMPÜDåQ , over all descendants Ü of © and nodes å
of á Ã , where the multiplicity of a pair is defined as above. With this notation, the total number of
e g'h F MPJ!QBQ times
events is cWM
w
w
(5)
«ycMP©uDBãÞQ«-
«ycMP©Q«{G

ánâ

âx_ ,

â

F

Before the motion starts, the sum (5) is cdMPJqioj<k J!Q . Each swap may increase this sum by cWMEioj<k12J!Q .
F
This is because each swap may change cdMEioj<k J!Q pairs rMP©uDå$Q , and each such new pair contributes
a new element to cdMEioj<kpJ!Q sets cMP©uDBãÞQ and cMPÝG Q , where ã is an ancestor of å in á!â , and Ý is an
F F
ancestor of © in á . The Ü -swaps also increase â6_ , «ycMP©uDBãÞQ« by a total of cdMPJ ioj<k J!Q , due to
rotations (this bound is a consequence of the fact that the secondary trees are maintained as weightbalanced trees). Summing up, we obtain that the total number of events due to failures of tournament
F e2gNh F<MPJ!Q$ioj<k4J!Q .
certificates is bounded by cWMPJ
It is easy to see that our modified data structure requires cdMPJqioj<kpJ!Q space. Furthermore, each
F
point participates in at most cdMEioj<k J!Q tournament certificates, so the data structure is local.
Dynamization. We next turn to the implementation of insertions and deletions of points. For
this, we make the primary tree a weight-balanced tree too. (We recall that this is the way in which
standard dynamization of range trees is implemented [24].) When performing a rotation around an
edge MPãD\[/Q in the primary tree, we have to rebuild the secondary trees á, and á V because a complete
subtree moves from one tree to the other; see Figure 3. The weight-balanced representation allows
us to amortize the work associated with such massive rebuildings. We also maintain the secondary
trees as weight-balanced binary search trees, as above. Here rotations are less expensive, since they
only entail pointer changes, and do not require any massive rebuilding, but we still need the weightbalanced mechanism to bound the total number of events. In addition to making the range trees
dynamic, we also maintain a dynamic search tree over the list d Â . Notice that we already have such
a search tree over d Ã , which is our primary tree á , and we have a search tree over d Æ , which is the
secondary tree ász associated with the root ç of the primary tree.
To perform an insertion of a point A , we first insert it into the primary tree á , and then into all
secondary trees on the search path from the root ç of á to the primary leaf containing A . While
performing these insertions, we update the tournament certificates of all nodes along the insertion
paths in these trees. We also insert A into d Ã , d Æ , and d Â , using the search trees over these lists to
locate the places where A should be inserted. We create new order certificates, associated with A and
its neighbors in the lists d Ã , d Æ , and d Â , and delete the corresponding previous certificates.

For a rotation around an edge MPãD\[1Q , where ãu>#A·MQ[1Q , in the primary tree, we rebuild á, and á V ,
as follows. Using the notation in Figure 3, the subtrees { , H , and | themselves are not affected by
the rotation, so no update of the corresponding secondary trees is required. Updates are required in
the new secondary trees ár, and á V . For á, , we merge the Ý -sorted lists of the elements of H and |
into a common sorted list, and then (re)construct áx, over this list. Both steps take cWMR« H«®«y|W« Q time.
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For á V , we simply use the old secondary tree á6, as the new á V . Hence, the properties of weightbalanced trees imply that the total cost of these rebuildings, during a sequence of  updates, is
cdMPÕij<klJ!Q .

F

It follows that the overall (amortized) cost of an insertion is dominated by the update of cdMEioj<k J!Q
tournament certificates, which take cdMEij<k  J!Q time (using the optimization described above). Deletions are performed in an analogous manner.
The proof of the following theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 5.2. The dynamic KDS for the closest pair, as described above, has the following properties.

(a) The number of events during a sequence of  insertions and deletions into a KDS of size
e g'h F MPJ!Q$ioj<k  J!Q . This makes the KDS
at most J at any time (assuming  J ), is cWMPJ
efficient.

 J!QrM thus the KDS is responsive Q .
F
(c) Each point participates in a constant number of order certificates, and in cdMEioj<k J!Q
certificates M thus the KDS is local Q .
(d) The KDS requires cdMPJqioj<krJ!Q space M and is thus compact Q .
(e) An insertion or a deletion takes cdMEioj<k  J!Q amortized time.
(b) The time it takes to process an event is cdMEij<k

tournament

Proof. The proof of (b), (c), (d), and (e) follows directly from the construction of the data structure
and from the analysis in Section 4, combined with the analysis given above. It remains to bound the
total number of events, which we do as follows.

The number of failure events of order certificates in the lists d Ã , d Æ , d Â is cdMPJ!Q , because
any newly inserted element can swap its position, in any of the three orders, with at most J older
elements—those present at the time of insertion.

We bound the number of tournament events, as in Lemma 5.1, by charging them to breakpoints
in lower envelopes and by bounding the sum in Equation (5). Each insertion, deletion, or swap
increases this sum by cWMEioj<k  J!Q , including the amortized contribution of rotations, and therefore
e:gNh F<MPJ!Q$ioj<knJ!Q .
the number of tournament events is cdMPJ
To complete the proof of (a), we argue that the structure is efficient, by showing that, in this
dynamic and kinetic setup, the number of closest pairs can be }äMPJ!Q . A simple construction that
shows this involves JX£ stationary points lying on the T -axis, and  additional points, where each
new point A is inserted into the T -axis to the left of all stationary points, moves to the right and
crosses each of the stationary points, and is then deleted. Hence, the data structure is efficient.

6 KDS for Nearest Neighbors
This structure is an enhancement of the structure presented above for closest pairs. This enhancement is somewhat involved, though:
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(a) It requires adding certain substructures to the nodes of the range tree of Section 4.
(b) In order to get a sharp bound on the number of events, we need to implement the primary and
secondary trees as treaps [27], so our algorithm becomes randomized, and its performance
bounds hold in expectation.
(c) The standard implementation of treaps stores an item at each node, rather than just at the
leaves [27]. This requires some technical changes in the way in which the range-tree data
structure and its auxiliary data are maintained.
We maintain at each secondary node ã the points +îðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ and .ëì2MP©;DBãÞQ (whose definition
slightly changes, because of the treap structure—see below). As in Section 4, the structure of
the primary or a secondary tree changes only by Ü -swaps and Ý -swaps, and the points +Þî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ
e
and .ëì2MP©;DBã{Q may also change as a result of an T -swap. The winner points MP©uDBãÞQ and 7MP©;DBã{Q ,
however, may change even when no Ü -swap, Ý -swap, or T -swap occurs.

e

To keep track of the points MP©uDBãÞQ and 7MP©uDBãÞQ , for every primary node © and secondary node ã ,
we store at each secondary node ã two kinetic and dynamic tournaments, as described in Section 3.
Let ~X>:.ëì2MP©;DBã{Q and Ñ>2+Þî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ at some time O . The first tournament at ã , denoted by äMP©uDBãÞQ ,
contains the distances ^:z_  , defined in (4), for each point A®#í¬îðï-ë<MP©;DBã{Q . The second tournament at
ã , denoted by ;MP©uDBãÞQ , contains the distances ^ Ë _  for each point |d´ênëì2MP©uDBãÞQ . Thus e MP©uDBãÞQ and
7MP©;DBãÞQ are the respective winners of the kinetic tournaments XMP©;DBãÞQ and ;MP©uDBãÞQ .
In addition, for each point A£9= , we maintain another small kinetic and dynamic tournament,
8
M,AnQ , where 8 M,A:Q is the set of
denoted ®M,AnQ , which contains the distances ^z_ Ë , for each point |W
candidate points defined in (3). The basic properties of the range tree á , and of nearest neighbors
in planar point sets, established in Section 2, imply that the nearest neighbor of A is the winner of
®M,AnQ for one of the range trees corresponding to one of the three pairs of wedges.

The new tournaments äMP©uDBãÞQ and ;MP©uDBãÞQ at secondary nodes may undergo massive changes
during Ü -swaps, Ý -swaps, and T -swaps. Each time .ëì4MP©;DBãÞQ changes, we have to rebuild äMP©uDBãÞQ
from scratch, since all trajectories of the items in äMP©uDBãÞQ change algebraically. Similarly, when
+Þî,ï-ë{MP©;DBã{Q changes, we have to rebuild .MP©uDBãÞQ from scratch. In addition, a rotation around an edge
MQ[4DBã{Q in ánâ also requires rebuilding of äMP©uDBãÞQ , ;MP©;DBã{Q , äMP©uD\[1Q , and .MP©uD\[1Q , because the sets
of points in the left and right subtrees of ã and of [ change in a massive manner (and also because
.ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ , +Þîðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ , .ëì4MP©uD\[1Q , or +îðï-ë{MP©;D\[/Q , may change). To control the potential increase in
the cost of performing swaps, due to rebuildings of the new tournaments, we use the scheme of
Alexandron et al. [8], which stores á and each of its secondary trees as treaps (also known as
randomized search trees) [27].

6.1 Treaps and the data structure
Here is a brief review of treaps and their basic properties; more properties will be established later,
as ingredients for our analysis. A treap is a randomized search tree with optimal expected behavior.
We associate with each node ] in the treap a rank, denoted by  <§nM']$Q , and a priority, denote by
 ¦j-¦ :M']Q . 7 The  -th node encountered when we traverse the tree in symmetric order (or inorder,
7

Note that priorities are associated with the nodes of the tree, rather than with the items that will reside at these nodes.
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obtained by recursively traversing the left child, then the node itself, and then the right child) has
rank  . The node of rank  stores the  th smallest item (the item of rank  ) among the items stored
in the treap. The priorities are random numbers, drawn independently and uniformly at random
from an appropriate continuous distribution, so that, with probability 1, the set of priorities defines
a random permutation of the nodes. The treap is a heap with respect to the priorities. That is, the
priority of a node is larger than the priorities of its children. Note that, once we draw the priorities,
the resulting treap is uniquely determined. The analysis of [27] shows that the expected depth of
any node in a treap (over the draws of the priorities) is cdMEioj<kpJ!Q .

To insert a new item T into a treap, we create a new leaf æ , in a position determined by the rank
of T . Then we draw a random priority for æ from the given distribution, and rotate æ up the tree, as
long as its priority is larger than the priority of its parent. The implementation of a delete operation
is similar: Let T be the item to be deleted and let Ý be the node containing T . We keep rotating the
edge connecting Ý to its child of larger priority, until Ý becomes a leaf, and then remove Ý . Note
that an insertion or a deletion changes the rank of all subsequent nodes by one, which, however, has
no effect on the algorithm, because ranks are maintained only implicitly.
We maintain the primary tree á of our two-dimensional range tree as a treap. This requires a
few minor and technical modifications of the structure, caused by the fact that now items are also
stored at internal nodes of the tree. Specifically, the node ]#á of rank ` stores the point lM']Q ,
which is the point with the ` -th smallest Ü -coordinate. We refer to the priorities of nodes in this
tree as Ü -priorities. We now denote by =WM']Q the set of points stored at the nodes of the subtree
rooted at ]´ªá , including lM']Q itself. Each secondary tree is maintained as a treap in a similar
manner. We use a different independent set of priorities for each secondary tree, which we refer
to as Ý -priorities. A node ã of rank ` in a secondary tree á!â stores the point lMP©;DBã{Q of the ` -th
smallest Ý -coordinate among all points of =WMP©Q . We denote by =èMP©uDBãÞQ the set of points stored at
the nodes of the subtree of á â rooted at ã , including lMP©uDBãÞQ itself. Since the expected depth of a
treap is cdMEioj<kpJ!Q , we obtain that any point belongs to an expected number of cWMEioj<krJ!Q subtrees of
F
the primary tree, and to an expected number of cdMEioj<k J!Q subtrees of secondary trees.
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Let © be a primary node. Since we now store points also at internal nodes, we have to redefine
which points of á â are red and which are blue, so as to guarantee that Lemma 2.3 still holds, thereby
ensuring the correctness of the data structure. As before, each point in =WM%æ{MP©QBQ is blue in á¬â , and
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each point in
blue.

=WMPç1MP©QBQ

is red in áâ . The point lMP©Q , stored at

©

, is considered to be both red and

; lMP©Q then we redefine ênëì2MP©;DBãÞQ (resp., íîðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ ) to
Let ã be a node in á:â . If lMP©;DBãÞQ>
be the set of red (resp., blue) points in =èMP©uDBç1MPãÞQBQ (resp., =WMP©;DÊæ<MPãÞQBQ ) together with lMP©;DBã{Q if it is
red (resp., blue). As earlier, .ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ is the point of the minimum T -coordinate in ê4ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ , and
+Þî,ï-ë{MP©;DBã{Q is the point of the maximum T -coordinate in íî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ .

Let AÙ>lMP©Q and |>lMP©uDBãÞQ . We say that node ã is special if A8> | . Let J, be the
intersection point of the lines ÜS>yÜ z and ÝX>ØÝ Ë . Note that if ã is special then J,Ñ>#ASh >y| . The set
ênëì2MP©;DBã{Q (resp., í¬îðï-ë{MP©;DBãÞQ ) consists of the points in =èMP©uDBãÞQr@bJ,-I contained in  M'J6,Q (resp.,
 Ò M'J6,Q ), and .ëì2MP©;DBã{Q (resp., +Þî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ ) is the point of =WMP©;DBã{Q r@bJ,I with the minimume (resp.,
maximum) T -coordinate in this quadrant. See Figure 6. We now define the points 7MP©uDBãÞQUD MP©;DBãÞQ ,
and the candidate nearest neighbors generated at ã . There are two cases:
Case A: ã is not special, that is A>y
; | . We define 7MP©;DBã{Q to be the point closest to +Þî,ï-ë{MP©;DÊãÞQ in
ênëì4MP©uDBãÞQ , and e MP©uDBãÞQ to be the point closest to .ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ in íî,ï-ë<MP©uDBãÞQ . We maintain two
tournaments at ã : a tournament ;MP©;DBã{Q on the distances ^ ¡_  , over ~ênëì4MP©uDBãÞQ , where
>1+Þî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ , and another tournament äMPe ©uDBãÞQ on the distances ^ ¡_  , over ~®°í¬îðï-ë{MP©;DBãÞQ ,
where >¢.%ëì2MP©uDBãÞQ . Thus 7/MP©uDBãÞQ (resp., MP©;DBãÞQ ) is the winner of the tournament ;MP©uDBãÞQ
8
8
e
(resp., XMP©;DBãÞQ ). We add the point 7/MP©uDBãÞQ to M(+îðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQBQ and MP©;DBãÞQ to M(.ëì4MP©uDBãÞQBQ .
Case B: ã is special, that is A>y| . We define 7/MP©uDBãÞQ to be the point closest to A°>|®>£lMP©uDBãÞQ
e
in ênëì4MP©uDBãÞQ , and MP©uDBãÞQ to be the point closest to lMP©;DBãÞQ in íî,ï-ë<MP©uDBãÞQ . We maintain two
tournaments at ã : a tournament ;MP©;DBã{Q on the distances ^z_  , over ~+ênëì2MP©uDBãÞQ , and another tournament XMP©;DBãÞQ on the distances ^ z-_  , over Ö íîðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ . Thus, as above, 7MP©;DBãÞQ
e
(resp., MP©uDBãÞQ ) is the winner of the tournament ;MP©uDBãÞQ (resp., äMP©;DBã{Q ). We add the points
8
8
8
7/MP©uDBãÞQUD e MP©;DBã{Q to MQlMP©;DBã{QBQ . We also add lMP©uDBãÞQ to M(.ëìnMP©uDBãÞQBQ and M(+Þî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQBQ .
The following lemma proves the correctness of our data structure.
Lemma 6.1. If A is the nearest neighbor of | and

|.³
h

h

M,A:Q

or |.¡

Ò M,A:Q , then A®

8

ME|{Q .

Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that |X9
M,AnQ ; the other case is symmetric. Let © be
the lowest common ancestor of the nodes storing A and | in á . Then ADR|S=èMP©Q and A (resp., | )
is blue (resp., red) in á:â ; if A (or | ) is lMP©Q , then it has both colors. Let ã be the lowest common
ancestor of the nodes storing A and | in á â .

First, we claim that if lMP©Qv>lMP©uDBãÞQ , then this point is either A or | . Indeed suppose lMP©Qv>
ADR| ; see Figure 7 (i). Then Ah is a blue point in =WMP©;DÊæ<MPãÞQBQ and | is a red point
h
in =WMP©;DBç1MPã{QBQ , thereby implying that |#é
M'~/Q and Aß Ò M'~Q . Consequently, ~¢é M,AnQ
and TFd¶ÕT Ë . Hence, by Lemma 2.1, A cannot be the nearest neighbor of | , a contradiction which
establishes the claim. The proof continues by considering the following three cases.

lMP©uDBãÞQè>¤~¥> ;

Case A: lMP©Qlh >¦lMP©uDBãÞQl> A . In this case, ênëì4MP©uDBãÞQ is the set of h red points in =èMP©uDBç1MPãÞQBQ . Since
|ØÙ M,AnQ , |ªênëì2MP©;DBã{Q . Moreover, ênëì2MP©;DBãÞQ¨§ 8  M,AnQ , therefore by Lemma8 2.1,
|q>2.%ëì4MP©;DBã{Q . Since the data structure adds lMP©;DBã{Q to M(.ëì2MP©;DBã{QBQ if ã is special, A® ME|{Q .
See Figure 7 (ii).
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Case B: lMP©Ql>¦lMP©uDBãÞQl>| . In this case, íî,ï-ë{MP©;DBã{Q is the set of blue points in =WMP©uDÊæ{MPãÞQBQ . Since
AØØ Ò ME|<Q , A¢ßí¬îðï-ë<MP©;DBã{Q . Moreover, A°> e MP©;DBã{Q because A is the nearest neighbor of
|S>1lMP©uDBãÞQ and thus the
winner of the tournament built on the points in íî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ . Since
8
8
e
the data structure adds MP©uDBãÞQ to MQlMP©uDBãÞQBQ if ã is special, A®
ME|{Q . See Figure 7 (iii).

; lMP©uDBãÞQ . Let ~>¤lMP©Q , ®>¯lMP©uDBãÞQ , and J,h the intersection point of the line
Case C: lMP©Q0>¦
ÜÛ> Ü% and ÝØ> Ý  . Then A8Ù Ò M'Jx,Q and |¢Ù M'Jxh ,Q , thereby h implying that A
í¬îðï-ë{MP©;DBãÞQ and |+Ûê4ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ . Moreover ênëì4MP©uDBãÞQ°§ e M'Jx,Q±§ M,A:Q , therefore, by
Lemma 2.1, |q>2.ëì4MP©uDBãÞQ and A , the nearest neighbor of | , is MP©;DBãÞQ . We can thus conclude
8
that A®
ME|{Q . See Figure 7 (iv).

6.2 Kinetic maintenance of the structure
We now proceed to describe the details of the kinetic maintenance of the modified tree structure.
Similar to the maintenance of the closest-pair KDS in Section 4, the critical events that affect the
structure of á and its extreme blue and red points (that is, the points +îðï-ë{MP©;DBãÞQ and .%ëì4MP©;DBã{Q ), for
©°á and ã+°ánâ ) are the Ü -swaps, Ý -swaps, and T -swaps, defined as above. The tournaments
maintained at the secondary nodes, as well as the tournaments ®M,A:Q , may undergo discrete changes
in between swaps. As in Section 4, to keep track of these swaps, we maintain three auxiliary sorted
lists d Ã , d Æ , and d Â , and a collection of cdMPJ!Q certificates that specify the respective sorted orders
of the points by their Ü -coordinates, Ý -coordinates, and T -coordinates.
Handling Ü -swaps. Let A!DR|®´= be the pair of points that switch their positions in the Ü -order,
so that A precedes | before the swap. This causes them to swap their (consecutive) positions in the
primary tree á and in the list d Ã . Since now á stores a point at each node, one of these points is
an ancestor of the other. Assume that |ä>²lMP©Q and that A is stored at the rightmost leaf of áx³ ª â« .
The case where A is an ancestor of | is handled in a fully symmetric manner. We swap A and | by
making lMP©Q Ó,>#A and by storing | at the leaf that used to store A . This does not change the primary
tree structure, but requires the following updates of secondary treaps.
When we swap A and | , we delete A from the secondary tree á ò of every node ] on the path
from æ{MP©Q to the leaf that contained A before the swap, and add | to each such tree. In the treap á¬â ,
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| was both blue and red, and A was blue before the swap. After the swap | is blue and A is both
blue and red. This involves no structural changes in á!â , but it does affect the sets ênëì2MP©uDBãÞQ and
íî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ , and the tournaments XMP©;DBãÞQ and ;MP©uDBãÞQ , at nodes ã along the paths from the root of
ánâ to the nodes that store A ande | , and thus also affect the corresponding extreme points +Þîðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ
and .ëìnMP©uDBãÞQ and the winners MP©uDBãÞQ and 7MP©;DBãÞQ ; see Figure 8 (i). Special care is needed at the
nodes of ánâ that store A and | —one of them stops being a special node and the other becomes
special; see Section 6.1 for details.

We insert | to a secondary treap á ò , where ] is a node on the rightmost path of the left subtree
of © , using the insertion algorithm for a treap. Recall that the insertion puts | in a new node,
say [ , which is initially a leaf. It then propagates [ upwards, using rotations, until  ¦oj-¦! :MQ[/Q;¶
 ¦j-¦ :M,A·MQ[1QBQ ; see Figure 8 (ii). When we perform a rotation around an interim edge MQ[2DBãX>#A·MQ[1QBQ
we recompute +Þî,ï-ë{M']/DBãÞQ and .%ëì4M']/DBãÞQ , and we rebuild the tournaments äM']/DBãÞQ and ;M']/DBãÞQ . Once
the final position of [ is fixed, we update the tournaments .%ëì2M']/Då$QUD+Þîðï3ëM']/Då$Q and ;M']/Då$QUDäM']/DåQ
at the ancestors å of [ (after the rotations; hollow nodes in Figure 8 (ii)), as follows. Assume that
| is blue after the swap (as in the case considered in Figure 8). For each ancestor node å of [ such
that [ lies, say, in the left subtree of å we do the following: if the T -coordinate of | is larger than
that of +Þî,ï-ë{M']/Då$Q , we set +Þî,ï-ë{M']/Då$Q to | , and if å is not special we rebuild ;M']/Då$Q on the distances
^ Ë _  , for ~è ênëì2M']/Då$Q . Furthermore, we set 7Ó,>².ëì2M']/Då$Q if å is not special, and Ó,>lM']/Då$Q if å
is special, and we add ^ (_ Ë to äM']/Då$Q . The treatment of the case in which | is red is analogous. We
delete a point A from a secondary treap á ò in a fully symmetric manner.

e

For each primary node ] and secondary node ã such that .ëì4M']/DBãÞQ , +îðï-ë{M']1DBã{Q , 7MP©uDBãÞQ , or MP©;DBã{Q
changes we also make the derived modification to the tournaments ®M,AnQ for the affected points A .
Finally, we swap A and | in d Ã , and update the cdMÊQ order certificates associated with A , | , and their
neighbors in d Ã .

Handling Ý -swaps. As in the structure of Section 4, when two points ADR|é = switch their
positions in the Ý -order, we have to swap them in any secondary tree that contains them both, and
in d Æ . Specifically, let ] be the lowest common ancestor of A and | in the primary tree á . For
any ancestor V of ] (including ] ), we swap A and | in áxµ . Fix one such secondary treap á6µ , and
notice that A and | are stored at consecutive nodes (in symmetric order) of áµ , thus one of them is
an extreme node in a subtree rooted at a child of the other, as in Figure 8(i). Let [ be the lowest
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common ancestor of A and | in árµ . Assume that before the swap [ stored | , and A was stored at the
rightmost leaf of the left subtree of [ . (The case when [ holds A and | is stored at the leftmost leaf of
the right subtree of [ is symmetric.) We swap A and | , and update +Þîðï3ë{MPV2DBãÞQ , .ëì4MPV2DBãÞQ , äMPV2DBãÞQ , and
;MPV4DBãÞQ , for each node ã on the path from the leaf containing A to [ . We perform an insertion and/or
a deletion to/from äMPV2DBãÞQ in case .ëì2MPV4DBãÞQ does not change and either A or | is blue. If .ëì2MPV4DBãÞQ
does change, and ã is not special, we rebuild äMPV2DBãÞQ . Symmetric updates are applied to ;MPV2DBãÞQ .
Note that either A or | is lM']Q , and therefore in á ò either [ or the leaf containing A is special. If [
is special before the swap then it stops being special and the leaf that contained A and now contains
| becomes special, and vice versa. We recompute +Þî,ï-ë{MPV4DBãÞQ , .ëì2MPV4DBãÞQ , äMPV4DBã{Q , and ;MPV4DBã{Q for
these nodes that change their status from special to non-special or vice versa.

e

A

For each primary node ] and secondary node ã such that .ëì4M']/DBãÞQ , +îðï-ë{M']1DBã{Q , 7MP©uDBãÞQ , or MP©;DBã{Q
changes we also make the derived modification to the tournaments ®M,AnQ for the affected points A .
Finally, we swap A and | in d Æ , and update the cdMÊQ order certificates associated with A and | and
their neighbors in d Æ .
Handling T -swaps. Let A and | be a pair of points that switch their positions in the T -order, with
to the left of | before the event takes place. This event does not cause any structural changes
in the primary treap, nor in any secondary treap, but it may change .ëìnM']/DBãÞQ in any node ã of any
secondary treap á ò , such that the subtree of á ò rooted at ã contains both A and | .

Let ] be the lowest common ancestor of A and | in the primary treap. We need to process A and
at each ancestor of ] , including ] itself. Let V be a proper ancestor of ] ; note that neither A nor |
is stored at V . Assume that A and | are both red in áxµ , and let [ be the lowest common ancestor of
A and | in áµ . The subtrees of ásµ containing both A and | are the subtrees rooted at ancestors of [
(including [ itself). At any such ancestor å , if A+>¶.ëì4MPV4DåQ then we change .ëìnMPV2Då$Q to be | and
rebuild XMPV4DåQ . Finally, we swap A and | in d Â , and update the cdMÊQ order certificates associated
with A , | , and their neighbors in d Â . The case where both A and | are blue in á6µ is analogous. If one
is blue and the other is red in á µ (i.e., V³>²] ), then we do nothing; this also covers the case when
one of ADR| is stored as lM']Q .

|

6.3 Analysis
Some properties of treaps. Before analyzing the expected cost of the various swaps, we provide
two related lemmas on the expected size of various substructures in a treap. The proofs are similar
to those given in the original paper of Seidel and Aragon [27], but we present them in detail for the
sake of completeness.
Lemma 6.2. Let © be the node of rank ` in a treap, and let · ²
> ¸P©.CDGGGDB©9¹»º be the rightmost path
starting from the left child © C of © and ending at the leaf ©¼¹ . Then, for any nonnegative function ½ ,

wÒ F
½¬M`.¢Q
½¬MP³Q
g


<Ä
x
F D
g õ C ½¬M'ÀR¦ÁÂ{MP© QBQ(Ã¹
`
Åvõ C 
where ÀR¦ÁÂ{MP©Q is the size of the subtree rooted at © .
¾<¿

w ¹
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Proof. For each  , let ©.MPNQ denote the node of rank  in the treap. For each pair of indices RD Æ such
that u¹ÇÆ#¶Ù` , consider the event ÈÔLQ_ É , where ©.MÆ$Q is the root of a subtree in á whose leftmost
leaf is ©XMPNQ and whose rightmost leaf is ©.M`#Q ; clearly, in this case this subtree consists of all the
vertices ©.M'Ê±Q , for ¹²ÊÔ¹Û`W . Note that when ÈÑLQ_ É takes place, ©XMÆQ is a node on the path · .
Conversely, if ©.MÆ$Q is a node on · then there exists an ¹Æ such that ÈLQ_ É occurs; moreover, in
any random instance of á , this  is unique. We then have

wÒ C wÒ C
g
g õ C ½¬M'ÀR¦ÁÂÞMP© QBQ Ã ¹ Ä L õ C Ä É õ L Ë  MQÈvLQ_ É<Q·^b½¬M`.£NQlG

w ¹

¾ ¿

(6)

For vw , ÈvLQ_ É occurs if and only if among the nodes ©.MmQ , Øq¹Øm;¹y` , ©.MP·ªQ and ©.M`1Q
have the two largest priorities, in either order, and ©XMÆQ has the third largest priority. Hence,

x/M`X£¢Q Ì ¹
x G
M`X£:´x{Q Ì M `X£NQ 
Ë
The event È7C\_ É occurs if among the nodes ©.'M Ê±Q , X
¹ Êv¹×` , .
© M`1Q has the largest priority and ©.MÆQ
 ÈvL»_ Én>

has the second largest priority. Hence,

Ë
We can thus rewrite (6) as

¾ ¿

w ¹

gõ C

½¬M'ÀR¦ÁÂ{MP©

 G
`:M`ä¢Q

3 ÈÖC\_ Én>

g QBQ Ã
¹
>

Ò C ½¬M`.ªQ w Ò C w Ò C x-½¬M`X£NQ
®Ä Ä M`X£NQ

É õ C `:M`X¢Q
Lõ F É õ L
wÒ C
-x ½¬M`ä£NQ
 ½¬M`.` Q D
Ä
F

M
.
`
£

N

Q
Lõ F
Ä

w

which is exactly the inequality asserted in the lemma.
In particular, for ½¬Mm3Q¬>Õm , Lemma 6.2 yields

w ¹

¾Í¿
É

õ C

ÀR¦ÁÂÞMP©ÎÉ-Q(Ã>ÕcWMEioj<krJ!QUG

Lemma 6.3. Let © be the root of a treap on J points, and let · >Ï¸P©Ù>Û©.CDGGGDB©9¹Qº denote the
path from © to a node ©g¹ of rank ` . Then, for any nonnegative function ½ ,

w ¹

w

H

½¬MP³Q
D
Ù

Å õ C yÑ
where ÀR¦ÁÂ{MPÜnQ is, as above, the size of the subtree rooted at node Ü .
¾Í¿

gõ C

½¬M'ÀR¦ÁÂÞMP© g QBQ(Ãy>×c¢Ð½¬MPJ!Q:
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Proof. Let ©.MPNQ denote the node of rank  in the treap, so, in particular, ©Ò¹n>©.M`1Q . For each triple
of indices RDB+D Æ such that v¹y ¹?Æ and  ¹y`®¹¬Æ , consider the event ÈÖLQ_ Å _ É , in which ©.MP³Q is
the root of a subtree in á whose leftmost node is ©XMPNQ and whose rightmost node is ©.MÆ$Q ; clearly,
in this case this subtree consists of all the vertices ©.MmQ , for l¹ªmu¹Æ , and, in particular, it contains
©.M`1Q . Note that when È LQ_ Å _ É occurs, ©.MP³Q is a node on the path · . Conversely, if ©XMP³Q is a node
on · then there exist indices Ñ¹ ¹ÓÆ , where we also have Ñ¹×`¡¹ÓÆ , such that È LQ_ Å _ É occurs.
Moreover, in any random instance of á , these  and Æ are unique. We then have

¾ ¿

w ¹

w

H

w

g õ C ½¬M'ÀR¦ÁÂ{MP© Ë QBQ Ã ¹ L õ Ä C É õ

w É

Å
Ä

õ LË

MQÈvL»_ Å _ É{Q!^Z½¬MÆnØQlG

(7)

We bound the right hand side by dividing the summation into four subsums.

 w  and Æ¢¶J . In this case È QL _ Å _ É occurs if and only if among the nodes ©.MmQ ,
d
n  q¹ªmq¹ÔÆÑ , ©XMP4°Q and ©XMÆÖQ have the two largest priorities, in either order, and ©.MP³Q
Case A:

has the third largest priority. Hence,

Ë

- ÈvL»_ Å _ Én>

/x MÆ;£NQ Ì ¹
x
MÆ;£4°{Q Ì MÆq£:yQfMÆ;£4°x{Q F G

Therefore

w

Hw Ò C w É
- MQÈvL»_ Å _ É<Q·^b½¬MÆq+:yQ ¹
Ä
L õ F É õ Å õ mL Ë
Ä

>

Hw Ò C w É
x-½¬MÆnyQ
Ä
F
L õ F É õ Å õ L MÆq4yQfMÆ;£4°x{Q
w Hw Ò Ä C
wH
-½¬MÆu£4Q
x
x-½¬MPÊQ G
Ä
¹
F
L õ C 4y
L õ F É õ MÆu£: °x{Q
w

(8)

Ä

 >  and Æª¶ J . The event È \C _ Å _ É , for ÆØ¶ J , occurs if among the nodes ©XMm3Q ,
W
¹ªmu¹Æy , ©.MÆyQ has the largest priority and ©XMP³Q has the second largest priority. Hence,
 D
 È C\_ Å _ É 4>
ÆM ÆyQ
Ë
Case B:

thereby implying that

Hw Ò C w É
Hw Ò C w É ½¬MÆQ
wH
½¬MÆ$Q
 MQÈC\_ Å _ É{Q!^Z½¬MÆ$Qv¹
¹
G
É õ C Æ7y
Éõ Å õ C Ë
É õ Åvõ C Æ2MÆQ
Ä

(9)

Ä

Case C: rw and Æ.>ØJ . As in the previous case, ÈÑLQ_ Å _ H , for lw× , occurs if among the nodes
©.MmQ , ¬Õ ¹8m¹ÛJ , ©.MPrQ has the largest priority and ©.MP³Q has the second largest priority.
Therefore,

and

w

Ë

H ½¬MPNQ
Ä
-MQÈpLQ_ Å _ H2Q!^Z½¬MPJS£4yQv¹ Ä
¹
G
L õ F Åvõ LË
L õ F Åvõ L MPJ£:°x{QfMPJ¤£nyQ L õ C :y
w

H


MPJ4°x{QfMPJ¤£:yQ D

- ÈvLQ_ Å _ H$n>

w

w

H
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½¬MPJ£nyQ

w

(10)

Case D: p>Ù and Æè>×J . Finally, È7C\_ Å _ H occurs if ©XMP³Q has the highest priority overall (this
is the event where ©.MP³Q is the root), which implies that   ÈuC\_ Å _ H4>é~-J . Therefore

w
Å

H

H Ë ½¬MPJ!Q
3MQÈÖC\_ Å _ H2Q!^Z½¬MPJ!Q>
> ½¬MPJ!QUG

õ CË
vÅ õ C J
w

(11)

Summing (8)–(11), we obtain

¾ ¿

w ¹

gõ C

½¬M'ÀR¦ÁÂ{MP© g QBQ Ã Õ
> c
¿

H ½¬MÆQ
½¬MPJ!Q:
Ã D
É õ C Æ7y
w

as asserted.
We now give the analysis of the data structure. We do not consider updates to the kinetic
tournaments ®M,AnQ as it would be easy to verify that the cost of maintaining these tournaments is
dominated by the cost of maintaining the tournaments ;MP©;DBã{Q and äMP©uDBãÞQ .
The cost of a Ü -swap. Consider first the cost of rebuilding tournaments during a Ü -swap, and
assume the setup depicted in Figure 8. At each of the affected secondary subtrees á ò (including á:â
itself), the tournaments that might have to be rebuilt originate at nodes that lie on two paths from the
root to two nodes of specific ranks. The cost of rebuilding a tournament at a node ã is proportional
to the size of the subtree rooted at ã . Hence, the total expected cost of rebuilding tournaments at
some secondary tree á ò is proportional to the expected sum of the sizes of the subtrees rooted at
nodes lying along the path to A before it is deleted and along the path to | after it is inserted. By
Lemma 6.3, with ½¬MPT:Qr>ªT , this expected sum is cWMR« á ò « Q . Plugging this bound into Lemma 6.2, the
overall expected cost of rebuilding tournaments at a Ü -swap is cdMEioj<kpJ!Q .
The cost of the other steps that handle a Ü -swap is smaller—the cost of the actual updating of
a secondary tree á ò is only cWMEioj<k« á ò « Q , even if the cost of peforming a rotation around a node ã
is proportional to the size of the subtree rooted by ã (See Theorem 7.1). This is subsumed by the
preceding bound. We thus obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. The expected cost of handling a Ü -swap is

cWMEioj<krJ!Q .

The cost of a Ý -swap. Recall that a Ý -swap of two points ADR| requires updates in secondary trees
á ò , where ] is a common ancestor of the nodes storing A and | . In each such tree á ò , A and | are
consecutive, so one is an extreme node in a subtree rooted at a child of the other. Using Lemma 6.2,
the expected cost of updating a secondary tree á ò , which consists of swapping A and | and rebuilding
the appropriate tournaments, is cWMEioj<k« á ò « Q . Plugging this into Lemma 6.3, with ½¬MPT:Qp>ßioj<klT , we
obtain:
Lemma 6.5. The expected cost of handling a Ý -swap is cWMEioj<k
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F J!Q .

Expected cost of all T -swaps. A single T -swap may be expensive, also in expectation (see below),
but we show that the total cost of all T -swaps is small, arguing as follows. For a node ã£árâ , let
Õ
MP©uDBãÞQ be the multiset of all pairs M'~DQ of points of = , with ~Ö>
;  , such that, at some time O , ~S
ênëì2MP©;DBã{Q and #íîðï3ë{MP©uDBãÞQ . The multiplicity of each pair M'~DQ in Õ MP©;DBã{Q is Õ equal to theÕ number
of maximal (connected) time intervals in which the above event occurs. Let
>× âx_ , MP©uDBãÞQ ,
where the union is over all primary nodes © and secondary nodes ã¡´á â . The following lemma
bounds the expected total size of tournaments that we rebuild while handling T -swaps.
Lemma 6.6. The expected total size of tournaments that we rebuild while performing T -swaps is
cdMR« Õ « e2gNh F{MPJ!QBQ .

Proof. Fix a node ã in a secondary treap á â . Let H denote the multiset of all blue points that
are ever stored either at the left subtree of ã or at ã itself. Each point is counted with multiplicity
equal to the number of times it enters this set. Similarly, let Ø denote the multiset of all red points
which are stored either at the right subtree of ã or at ã itself, where each point is counted with
multiplicity equal to the number of times it enters this set. Associate with each point H the
function TMMPOBQBQ , and let Ù >ÚÙ;MPORQ denote the upper envelope of these (partial) functions, each
defined over some connected O -interval. Since, by assumption, the T -coordinates of a fixed pair of
points can become equal at most m times, it follows [29] that the number of breakpoints of Ù is
g'h F<MR« H¤« QÖ>ÙcdMR« H¤« e2gNh F{MPJ!QBQ . Similarly, the number of breakpoints in the upper envelope
at most }
e4g'h F{MPJ!QBQ .
defined by any subset H 3 4ÓH of the functions is cdMR« H 3 «
Each such breakpoint corresponds to an T -swap at which we rebuild ;MP©uDBãÞQ . So if we sum the
sizes of the tournaments ;MP©uDBãÞQ , measured at the times these breakpoints occur, we get a bound on
the total size of red tournaments at the times when they are rebuilt at ã . We can get a similar bound
on the total size of blue tournaments at the times of their rebuilding. Assume that each time such
a breakpoint occurs, we charge one unit to each point in .MP©uDBãÞQ . We now bound the maximum
number of such charges.

Fix a red point ~#ÓØ , within a fixed maximal time interval Û in which ~ is in Ø . Let Ü± be
the set of breakpoints of Ù that charge ~ ; that is, breakpoints that occur within Û . Let H  / denote
the multiset of those blue points whose functions are incident to the breakpoints of ÜÝ . Clearly, the
breakpoints of Ü  are also breakpoints of the upper envelope of @TMMPOBQBQ«<H  / I . Hence we have
«yÜ0«<>ÕcdMR« H  / « e2gNh F{MPJ!QBQ . Now the total count of tournament changes under consideration is

w

G

Õ

Þ-ß

«yÜO$«<>Õc
Ð

w


Õ

« H  / « e2gNh F<MPJ!Q Ñ G
e4gNh

FMPJ!QBQ bounds that total size of red
Since  « H  / «¬¹ « MP©uDBãÞQ« , we conclude that cWMR« MP©;DBãÞQ«
tournaments, measured at the time of their rebuilding, in ã . Summing over all primary nodes © and
secondary nodes ã , and applying the same argument to blue tournaments, the lemma follows.
Õ

Õ

To apply Lemma 6.6, we have to bound « « . New pairs in are created during the handling of
Ü -swaps and Ý -swaps. Consider first a Ü -swap of points A and | . There are two types of pairs that
this swap creates: pairs that contain either A or | , and pairs created by the structural changes caused
by rotations while deleting | and inserting A (or vice versa) into secondary trees. We refer to pairs
of the first (resp., second) kind as primary (resp., secondary) pairs. The number of primary pairs is
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bounded by the expected total size of the secondary trees affected by the swap. By Lemma 6.2, this
size is bounded by cdMEioj<kpJ!Q .
To bound the number of new secondary pairs, we first show that each insertion into or deletion
from a secondary tree of size m creates an expected number of cWMm3Q new secondary pairs.

á â

Lemma 6.7. If a point G is inserted into or deleted from a secondary tree
Õ
MP©uDBãÞQ is cWMR« á4âÔ« Q .
increase in the value of , Þbà ñ

, then the expected

Proof. We analyze deletions in detail; the analysis of insertions is analogous and hence omitted.
Assume that the point to be deleted from áâ resides at node ã of rank  . We examine the rotations
that bring ã down, and bound the expected number of new pairs created by these rotations.
Let á >â¸Ql
ã Cä>æ<MPãÞQUD\ã!FDGGG-D\ã6äZº denote the rightmost path from æ{MPãÞQ to a leaf, and let åÕ>
¸å-Cv>Øç1MPãÞQUDåfFDGGGDåmæçº denote the leftmost path from ç/MPãÞQ to a leaf, both defined before the rotations

begin; see Figure 9. Each rotation in the deletion procedure to bring ã down is performed along an
edge on á or å . Let H> íî,ï-ë{MP©uDBãÞQ and Ø*>ênëì2MP©;DBãÞQ . For W¹¹Çè , let H L > íîðï3ë{MP©uD\ã L Q ,
and for ¹nÆW¹êé , let Ø9É>ßênëìnMP©uDå\É-Q .

ë*ì
A
B

ëMì

ëMì
,

ë

D

C

ë
,

A

A

ë

,
B

D
B

C

Figure 9. Rotating W down by a sequence of right rotations.
along the edge Wið ñ .

í

C

becomes part of

Mîiï

D

after performing the right rotation

Suppose we first perform right rotations along the edges of á . As shown in Figure 9, a right
rotation around the edge between ã and its current left child æ{MPã{Ql>¦ãlL (starting with ¬>é ) changes
h
the left child of ã to ã L C , and ã becomes the right child of ã L . á z ª , « remains unaffected by these
rotations (see, e.g., the subtree ò in Figure 9.) Since á z ª , « was disjoint from the right subtree of á ë ñ
Õ
before the rotation, but becomes part of it after the rotation, new pairs are generated in MP©;D\ã L Q by
Õ
the rotation, namely, the pairs in HqLôóÖØ . The only other pairs in that can be generated by this
rotation involve the point A9>ÇlMP©uDBãÞG Q stored at ã ; there are at most « H;LR« such pairs—see Figure 9.
Õ
ä
Hence, the right rotations introduce L õ C MR« H7LÎóÖØW«é« H7LB« Q¹*« H¤« MR« ØW«ÕQ new pairs to (note
that the H7L ’s are disjoint—see Figure 9).
Similarly, if we first perform left rotations along å (before performing any right rotation), then
Õ
the rotation around the edge MPãDå É Q introduces « HÚóÔØ É «Þ « Ø É « pairs to MP©uDå É Q , for a total of
MR« H¤«ÞQ« ØW« pairs. If right and left rotations are performed in any mixed order, then each right
rotation creates only a subset of the pairs it would have created if performed before all left rotations,
and the same holds for left rotations. Therefore, regardless of the order of the rotations, the total
number of new pairs is

cdMBMR« H¤«yQfMR« ØW«yQBQl>ÕcWMBMR« =WMP©uDÊæ{MPãÞQBQ«-Q·^MR« =WMP©;DBç/MPãÞQBQ«-yQBQ õ
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here we are referring to the children of ã before the rotations. It thus suffices to bound the expected
value of this quantity.
Let ã1MPNQ denote the node of rank  in the treap áâ , so in particular ãW>ã1MP³Q . For Ö¹Õ ¹êÆ ,
define ÈvLQ_ É to be the indicator random variable of the event in which the node ã/MP³Q , storing  in
ánâ , is the lowest common ancestor of ã1MPNQ and ã/MÆ$Q . The expected value of MR« =WMP©uDÊæ{MPãÞQBQ«éQ ^
MR« =WMP©;DBç/MPãÞQBQ«3yQ , for a fixed node ãu>Øã1MP³Q , is

w

w

LQö

Å É÷ Å

¾

MQÈ LQ_ É QrG

For ÈvLQ_ É to be 1, ã1MP³Q must have the largest priority among all nodes ã1M`1Q , for .¹`¹²Æ . The
probability of this event is clearly ~MÆu#4yQ . Summing up over all pairs MPRD ÆQ with l¹¢Y¹¬Æ ,
we get that

w à-ñ

 >ÕcWMR« á4âÔ« QUG
MQÈÖL»_ É$Q¬>
¹ ø ø M`uØQ `.y
¥
u
Æ
+

n





õ
LQö Å É¡÷ Å
LQö Å É¡÷ Å
Ä
G
Õ
That is, we have shown that the expected increase in the sum , « MP©uDBãÞQ« , caused by generating
new secondary pairs, is cdMR« áâ « Q .
w

w

¾

w

w

Combining this with Lemma 6.2, we obtain that the expected number of new secondary pairs is
F
we have cWMPJ Q4Ü -swaps altogether, it follows that the total contribution of Ü -swaps
cdMEÕ ij<klJ!Q . Since
F
to is cWMPJ ioj<klJ!Q pairs.
Consider now a Ý -swap of points A and | . Here there are no structural changes in any tree,
and each newly created pair contains either A or | . By Lemma 6.2, with ½¬MPT:Q> T , the expected
total size of the affected subtrees in a secondary treap á Ã containing both A and | is cdMEioj<k« á Ã « Q .
Applying Lemma 6.3 to the primary tree, we obtain that the expected number of new pairs created
F
F
by a single Ý -swap is cdMEioj<k J!Q . In total we have cWMPJ QpÝ -swaps, which contribute an expected
Õ
F
F
number of cdMPJ ioj<k J!Q new pairs to .
Ffe2gNh F<MPJ!Q$ioj<k F J!Q .
Lemma 6.8. The expected cost of all T -swaps is cdMPJ
Proof. Since the expected depth of a node in a treap is cdMEioj<krJ!Q , it follows that, initially, the exÕ
F
pected number of sets MP©uDBãÞQ in which a pair of points of = appears is cdMEioj<k J!Q . So the expected
Õ
Õ
F
F
initial size of is cWMPJ ioj<k J!Q . By the preceding discussion, the expected contribution to by all
Õ
Ü -swaps and Ý -swaps is also cdMPJ F ioj<k F J!Q . Thus the expected size of is cdMPJ F ioj<k F J!Q . Combining
this with Lemma 6.6, we obtain that the expected total size of tournaments, measured at the time
Fµe g'h F MPJ!Q$ioj<k F J!Q . By Theorem 3.1, the total time to rebuild these tournaof their rebuilding, is cWMPJ
2
e
N
g
h
F
FMPJ!Q$ij<k F J!Q . This bounds the total time spent in handling all T -swaps.
ments is also cWMPJ
Expected cost of a single T -swap. Recall that the time spent in an T -swap of two points A and |
is proportional to the expectation of the sum, over all secondary trees á ò that contain both A and | ,
of the sum of the sizes of the subtrees rooted at nodes along the path leading from the root to the
lowest common ancestor of A and | . Applying Lemma 6.3, with ½¬Mm3Q¬>m , to such a secondary treap
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á ò , we obtain that the expected contribution of á ò to this sum is cWMR« á ò « Q . Now, applying Lemma 6.3
again in the primary tree á , we obtain that the expected total size of all tournaments affected by the
swap is cdMPJ!Q .
We summarize the result of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.9. Our KDS for maintaining the nearest neighbor of each point in a set of
points in the plane has the following properties.
1. The number of Ü -swaps is cdMPJ
2.
3.
4.
5.

F Q , and handling a Ü

J

moving

c MEioj<kpJ!Q expected time.
d
F
F
The number of Ý -swaps is cdMPJ Q , and handling a Ý -swap takes cdMEioj<k J!Q expected time.
F
The number of T -swaps is cdMPJ Q , processing a single T -swap takes cWMPJ!Q expected time, and
F F e g'h F MPJ!QBQ expected time.
processing all T -swaps takes cWMPJ ioj<k J
e F
F
The number of tournament events is cdMPJ ij<k4J gNh F MPJ!QBQ , and the total time required to
F
eF
handle them is cdMPJ ij<k  J gNh F MPJ!QBQ .
F
The data structure requires cdMPJqioj<k J!Q expected storage.
-swap takes

In particular, the KDS is compact, efficient, responsive in an amortized sense, but in general not
local.
Proof. The proof of (1), (2), and (3) follows from our assumption on the motion and from Lemmas 6.4, 6.5, 6.8, and the preceding discussion.
To bound the number of tournament events, recall, from the proof of (3), that, over the entire
F F e2gNh FMPJ!QBQ items (where each item is counted
motion, all tournaments together contain cWMPJ ij<k J
with multiplicity equal to the number of times it is inserted into the tournament). The bounds
claimed in (4) now follow from Theorem 3.1. The expected storage required by the structure is
dominated by the expected total size of all tournaments äMP©;DBã{Q , ;MP©;DBã{Q . which is bounded by the
expected sum of the sizes of all subtrees over all secondary trees. Since the expected depth of the
F
primary tree and each of the secondary subtrees is cdMEij<klJ!Q , this expected sum is cWMPJqioj<k J!Q . Thus
(5) follows.

7 Dynamizing the KDS for Nearest Neighbors
Our kinetic data structure for nearest neighbors of Section 6 can in fact support insertions and
deletions of points. We only need to add a dynamic search tree over the lists d Ã , d Æ , and d Â , as
we did for the closest pair problem in Section 5. Here too the primary treap á can serve as the tree
associated with d Ã , and the secondary treap associated with the root of the primary treap can serve
as the tree associated with d Æ .

To perform an insertion of a point A , we first insert it into the primary treap á . For a rotation
around an edge M']/DB©Q in the primary tree (with © the former parent of ] ), we rebuild áâ and á ò ,
and the tournaments that they store. This takes cWMR« á!â «Nioj<kpJ!Q expected time. Seidel and Aragon
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[27] proved the following lemma (which is similar to Lemma 6.2); it shows that rotations in treaps
are not that expensive in expectation.
Lemma 7.1. Assume that a rotation around an edge MPTDBV®>ªA·MPT:QBQ in a treap takes cWM½¬Mm3QBQ time,
where m is the size of the subtree rooted at V . Then the expected time to perform an insertion or a
deletion to/from the treap is

½¬MPJ!Q

cúùû J
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cdMEij<k F J!Q expected time.
Let ] be the node containing A in the primary treap á . After inserting A into the primary treap,
we insert A into every secondary treap á Ã , where Ü is an ancestor of ] in á . While inserting A into
a secondary treap á Ã , we also have to insert A into a tournament at each node on the path to A in
á Ã . Furthermore, if A becomes .ëì2MPÜ!DBã{Q or +Þî,ï-ë{MPÜ!DBã{Q , for some (non-special) node ãXá Ã , then we
have to rebuild the tournament äMPÜDBãÞQ or ;MPÜ!DBãÞQ , respectively. The node [ containing A in á ò is
special and we rebuild äMPÜ\D [1Q and .MPÜ\D [1Q .
F
The expected time it takes to insert A into all secondary trees containing it is cdMEioj<k J!Q . UpdatLemma 7.1 implies that the insertion of A into the primary treap takes

ing tournaments, however, may be expensive. Nevertheless, this time is bounded by the expected
sum of the sizes of all secondary subtrees containing A , which is cdMPJ!Q , by Lemma 6.3. We summarize with the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. Suppose we make  éJ insertions and deletions to the kinetic and dynamic data
structure for nearest neighbors described above, such that there are at most J points in the data
structure at any fixed time. Then the following properties hold.
1. The number of Ü -swaps is cdMPJ!Q and processing a Ü -swap takes
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

c MEioj<klJ!Q expected time.
W
F
The number of Ý -swaps is cdMPJ!Q and processing a Ý -swap takes cWMEioj<k J!Q expected time.
The number of T -swaps is cWMPJ!Q , processing a single T swap takes cWMPJ!Q expected time, and
F e2g'h F<MPJ!QBQ expected time.
processing all T -swaps takes cWMPJqioj<k J
e F
The expected number of tournament events is cdMPJqioj<k1nJ gNh F MPJ!QBQ , and their total expected

e
F
N
g
h
cost is cWMPJqioj<k  J
F MPJ!QBQ .
F
The data structure requires cdMPJqioj<k J!Q space.
An insertion or a deletion takes cWMPJ!Q expected time.

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, the number of Ü -swaps, Ý -swaps, and T -swaps is
cdMPJ!Q . It takes cWMPJ!Q expected time to insert or delete a point by the discussion preceding this
theorem.
The rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.9. The only difference is that
Õ
we have to take into account the increase in when we insert or delete a point A . Clearly there
Õ
are cdMPJ!Q new primary pairs (containing A ) in . Secondary new pairs are created as a result of
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rotations in the primary treap, which cause rebuildings of secondary treaps. Each secondary treap
ánâ that is rebuilt may contribute cWMR« áâÔ« F Q new pairs to Õ . However,
Lemma 7.1 implies that the
Õ
expected total number of new pairs is cdMPJ!Q , so the increase of « « caused by insertions and deletions
Õ
is cWMPJ!Q , and it therefore does not dominate the size of .

8 Extension to Higher Dimensions
In this section, we extend the data structures of Sections 5 and 7 to fully dynamic and kinetic data
structures for maintaining the closest pair and all nearest neighbors in a set = of J moving points in
K s , for any adØ . The extension is straightforward, and is based on the following generalization of
the key geometric property, given in Lemma 2.1. The proof is essentially identical to the preceding
proof, and is thus omitted.
Lemma 8.1. Let A be the closest point to | , and let | be a cone of opening angle ~ , with apex at
the origin, which contains |q¡A . Let  denote a vector in the direction of the symmetry axis of |
(pointing into | ). Then

ME|¤AnQ!^Ñ>y¥d¦§@MP©yAnQ!^q«-©ß®=ª¯£M,AX®|uQI{G
We tile K s by a constant number of convex polyhedral cones, all having the origin þ as their
apex, such that each of these polyhedral cones is bounded by a facets, and is contained in a regular
cone8 of opening angle ~ with apex þ . Note that the number of polyhedral cones grows exponentially with a . As in the planar case, we may assume that, for each polyhedral cone  , its antipodal
cone 7 also appears in the tiling. We describe the extension for closest pair, since the extension
for all nearest neighbors is similar.
Let  be one of these polyhderal cones. Without loss of generality, assume that the symmetry
axis of the ~ cone that contains  is the positive T -axis. Clearly, Lemma 8.1 also holds for  .
That is, if ADR| is a closest pair at time O such that |7A®¡ , then

ME|7AnQ Â >y¥d¦§7@MP©ªA:Q Â «©®=Ø¯+M,AXéQI{G
That is, | is the leftmost point of A  , and, symmetrically, A is the rightmost point of |uª .
As in the planar case, we say that such a pair is matched (in the T -direction). Our strategy is thus
to maintain cWMÊQ data structures, one for each pair £D7 of cones in the tiling. For each cone
 , its data structure maintains (a superset of) the set Ú of all matched pairs, and runs a kinetic and
dynamic tournament among them, to keep track of the closest pair in Ú . The real closest pair is the
pair with the smallest distance between its points, among the winners of these cWMÊQ tournaments.

In complete analogy with the planar case, in the purely kinetic scenario we can maintain the actual
set Ú , whereas in the kinetic and dynamic scenario, we need to maintain a slightly larger superset
Ú / , which we will shortly define.

Fix a cone  , and assume, as above, that its “symmetry axis” is the positive T -axis. Let
ÿ ª C « DGGGD ÿ ª s « be vectors orthogonal to the facets of  and pointing into  . For each point A®®K s ,
8

That is, a cone of the form

ù



$ûÎjþ

, for some vector
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Î

and angle  .

ª L!«

ª L!«

ª L!«

ª L!«

define Ü z > A ^ ÿ , for ·>éDGGGDRa . Clearly, |!A¤9 if and only if Ü Ë wÜ z , for >ßDGGG3DRa .
We thus apply the same strategy as in the planar case: We construct
ª L« a a -dimensional range tree á ,
-order. At the bottom level of the
where the  -th level of the tree stores points according to their Ü
structure, each node ã records the points with the smallest and largest T -coordinates that are stored
in the subtree rooted
at ã . By querying the structure with a point A , or, more precisely, with the
ª
ª L!«
wªÜ z L!« , for r>8DGGGDRa , we can find the leftmost point |äWAd¢ , in time cWMEioj<k s J!Q .
orthant Ü
This allows us to construct the set Ú of all cWMPJ!Q matched pairs, in cWMPJqioj<k s J!Q time, and to run a
tournament on these pairs, using exactly the same structure as described in Section 3. (Note that
this tournament structure is independent of a .)
As in the planar case, we can alternatively use the larger set Ú / of pairs, defined as follows. For
each node ã of the bottom level of á , we form a pair M,ADR|{Q , where A (resp., | ) is the
(resp.,
ª C « rightmost
ª
ª
DBã F« DGGGDBã s « >
leftmost) point that is stored at the left (resp., right) subtree of each of the nodes ã
ã in the a levels of the structure, whose respective trees
C contain ã . As in the planar case, it is easy
to see that ÚÚ4*Ú / . The size of Ú / is cdMPJqij<k s Ò J!Q , and it can initially be constructed in time
cdMPJqij<k s Ò C J!Q , during the construction of á , in a straightforward bottom-up manner. (Thus, inC the
static and stationary case, we obtain an algorithm for the closest pair that runs in time cWMPJqioj<k s Ò J!Q .
There are, however, faster algorithms for this scenario, such as the one of Vaidya [31].) To compute
and maintain Ú / , we need to store a more refined information in the nodes of the bottom level of á ,
which extends, in an obvious manner, the blue/red pointers maintained in the 2-dimensional tree of
Section 4.
unchanged as long as the orders of the points of = in each
Each of the sets Ú ª and Ú / remains
C « DGGGDBÜ ª s « remain
of the coordinates T!DBÜ
unchanged. Hence, the critical events that the range tree
F
á has to keep track of are the cWMPJ Q swaps of consecutive points in any one of these orders. In
addition, the tournament structure maintains its own set of critical events, exactly as in the planar
case.
Consider first the purely kinetic scenario (no insertions or deletions). Here we maintain only the
set Ú . When a swap between two points ADR| takes place, we update á in an analogous manner to
that described in Section 4. To make the updates efficient, we maintain each subtree of á in each of
the levels x$DGGG-DRa as a dynamic weight-balanced H HM'J¬Q tree. Note that rebalancing rotations may
require that the relevant subtrees be completely rebuilt in the deeper levels. Using the properties of
HIHM'JQ trees, an update of á takes cWMEioj<k s J!Q amortized time. In the kinetic and dynamic scenario,
the first level of á is also maintained as a weight-balanced tree.

In the purely kinetic scenario, we query á after the update with A and | , and find the cdMÊQ new
pairs of Ú that the swap has generated, as well as the cdMÊQ old pairs that have to be deleted. We
then update the tournament structure accordingly. The cost of handling the tournament structure is
negligible in this case. We summarize the performance of the structure in the following theorem.
Theorem 8.2. In the purely kinetic scenario, the KDS for the closest pair in
has the following properties.

described above

cWMPJ Fµe2g'h F<MPJ!Q$ioj<kpJ!QlM thus the KDS is efficientQ .
The (amortized) time it takes to process an event is cdMEioj<k s J!QrM thus the KDS is responsive, in
an amortized sense Q .

1. The number of events that it processes is
2.

K s
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3. At any time, each point A participates in a constant number of certificates of types (i), (ii),
and (iii), and pairs that A belongs to participates in cdMEioj<kpJ!Q certificates of >+M thus the KDS
is local Q .
4. The structure requires

cWMPJqioj<k s Ò C J!Q

space M and is thus compact Q .

In the kinetic and dynamic scenario, we need to maintain the larger set Ú / , for which we need
to maintain the refined information at the bottom-level nodes of á . Here each swap generates an
amortized number of cdMEioj<k s J!Q updates of Ú / , which are then fed into the tournament structure.
h C As
s
in the planar case, naive implementation using an external
h F tournament will result in cWMEioj<k J!Q
certificates changing, which will then require cdMEij<k s
J!Q time to process (largely consumed by
updating the event queue). However, if we embed the tournament into the range tree, we can reduce
the (still amortized)
h C number of certificates changing by a swap to cdMEioj<k s J!Q , and their processing
J!Q . The
cost to cWMEioj<k s
h C total number of internal critical events that the tournament keeps track of
4
e
'
g
h
s
F<MPJ!Q$ioj<k J!Q , by arguments analogous to the ones given in Section 5. Summarizing,
is cdMPJ
we have:
Theorem 8.3. The dynamic KDS for the closest pair in
properties.

3.
4.
5.

, as described above, has the following



insertions and deletions
into a KDS of size
h
cdMPJ :e gNh F<MPJ!Q$ioj<k s C J!Q . This makes the KDS
h C
J!QlM thus the KDS is responsive Q .
The amortized time it takes to process an event is cWMEioj<k s
Each point participates in cWMEioj<k s J!Q certificates M thus the KDS is local Q .
C
The KDS requires cWMPJqioj<k s Ò J!Q space M and is thus compact Q .
h C
An insertion or a deletion takes cWMEioj<k s
J!Q amortized time.

1. The number of events during a sequence of
at most J at any time (assuming  ßJ ), is
efficient.
2.

K s

Finally, we consider the extension of our data structure for all nearest neighbors to higher dimensions. For this we need to construct a a -dimensional dynamic range tree using treaps. The
analysis in Sections 6 and 7 extends to higher dimensions in a straightforward (albeit tedious) manner. Omitting all further details, we obtain the following extension of Theorem 7.2.
Theorem 8.4. Let = be a set of moving points in K s . to which we also make  ÙJ insertions
and deletions of points, so that there are at most J points in the set at any fixed time. One can then
construct a KDS that maintains all nearest neighbors in = , which also supports these insertions and
deletions, and which satisfies the following properties.

ª L!«

1. The number of ÿ -swaps, for
cWMEioj<k s J!Q expected time.

¹ 9¹ a

, is

cdMPJ!Q

ª L!«
and processing an ÿ -swap takes

2. The number of T -swaps is cdMPJ!Q , processing a single T -swap takes cdMPJ!Q expected time, and
e gNh F MPJ!Q$ioj<k s J!Q expected time.
processing all T -swaps takes cWMPJ
35

3. The expected number of tournament
h F events is
e
F
'
g
h
pected cost is cdMPJ
F MPJ!Q$ioj<k s J!Q .

h
cWMPJ e¬gNF h F MPJ!Q$ioj<k s C !J Q , and their total ex-

cdMPJqioj<k s J!Q space.
An insertion or a deletion takes cWMPJ!Q expected time.

4. The data structure requires
5.
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